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PREFACE
nFor his own security, as well as to insure the proper worship of
his god, the machine, post-historic man must remove any memory of
things that are wild and untameable, pied and dappled, unique and
previous ; mountains one might be tempted to climb, deserts where
one might seek solitude and inner peace, jungles whose living
creatures would remind some surviving, unaltered human explorer
of habitat and habits of life out of the primeval rock and proto•
plasm with which she began. 11

--Lewis Mumford

"There is no grandeur to the Everglades in the sense that one
encounters in our mountain national parks . There is little of
the intimate charm of the landscapes of northeastern America.
The feeling that I associate with this region is more akin to that
encountered in the wilder prairies of the west, the great sweeps
of grass and sky, here mixed with equally broad horizons of water
and endless marches of mangroves •••• ! suspect that sane internal
receptivity must already exist in the visitor if he is to appreciate this country . "

--Raymond F. Dasmann

''A child's world is fresh and new and beautiful, full of wonder
and excitement . It is our misfortune that for most of us that
clear-eyed vision, that true instinct for what is beautiful and
awe-inspiring, is dimmed and even lost before we reach adulthood."
--Rachel Carson
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ABSTRACT

This planning report is intended to give s ome unity and new direction
to the program of interpretation and visitor services in Everglades
National Park. It reports on the status of existing and programmed
facilit ies, and assesses the role that Everglades can play in terms of
a ·meaningful contemporary visitor experience. It proposes the adoption
of an overall environmentally-centered approach to interpretation. It ·
suggests that the significance of the park is as much a function of its
proximity to a major metropolitan area, and the consequent urban impacts
it receives as to any other factor. The prospectus stresses the importance of developing participatory forms of interpretation designed to
involve visitors (many of them young people) with their environment on
a simple, sensory level . It suggests that the visitor's attention ought
to be di rected to the subtle, unspectacular, and often unseen components
of this natural world. It also attempts to characterize an ideal, or
optimum visitor experience as a funda·mentally subjective series of involvements of visitor and environment. And, it reco·mmends an overall
concept of int erpretation that emphasizes the experiential qualities of
wilderne s s . As a conceptual framework for interpretive development,
the prospectus makes no attempt to comprehensively summarize the
natural history of the park. It is concerned rather with the reactions
of people, and the ways in which their attitudes can be influenced. Many
of the approaches to interpretation outlined in this document are purposely
of unconventional form and/or content. It is, by intent, concise and
non-specific in order to create an atmosphere of creative freedom among
media planners and designers.
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INTRODUCTION
SCOPE AND CONTENT OF INTERPRETIVE PROSPECTUS
This document is intended as a guide for the orderly interpretive
development of Everglades National. Park. It is a long-range action
plan to which the park is generally committed, but it is, by intent,
conceptual and nonspecific in content. This shoul d encourage originality of deslgn and pro·m ote
sense .of creative freedom among artisans and media representatives ihvolved with the implementation of its
proposals. The p r ospectus i~ not intended as an inflexible plan. Rather,
it is subject to periodic review and revision· needed to adapt it to changing
conditions . It must be timely and relevant. As it is now constituted,
it represents an approa~h to interpretation considered appropriate to
existing conditions and those than can be reasonably foreseen. The proposals made in this prospectus are consistent with the intent and scope
of the approved Master Plan and provisions of the Wilderness Proposal.
Any constraints imposed by them have been fully considered.
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While the prospectus is intended to be an objective evaluation of interp retive development, it will inevitably reflect some of the personal
philosophical viewpoints of those involved in its preparation. This should
not be considered contrary to the intent of long range planning.
A prb::nary function of the prospectus is to inventory the interpretive
resource, identify its major thematic components, and suggest unifying
conceptual strands. In addition, it recommends appropriate facilities
and services as communications media and outlines critical design parameters. The prospectus pr·o vides a philosophical context for interpretive dev~lopment. The prospectus attempts to characterize both the
essential qualities of the Everglades environment and an optimum visitor
experience in relation to them.

Many sections of the prospectus are general in scope but for convenience,
the discussion of proposed facilities and services is listed by ma}or developed areas. While the access corridor described by the park road
passes through two of these areas, it is treated separat.ely. Envi'ronmental Education/Interpretation activities will be conducted throughout
the park, but they are also covered under a separate heading.
LIMITING FACTORS--GENERAL
A variety of factors--some of park-wide influence and others having
only local effect--were considered in the preparation of this document.
The following is a resume of the more important ones.

l

Everglades National Park is a large, geographically diverse, and biologically complex area with limited visitor access and concentrated
seasonal use in -m ajor developed areas and interconne~ting corridors.
Its major ecosystems are widespread and often cut across arbitrary
administrative boundaries resulting in some overlap in interpretive
functions from district to district.
Interpretive development of the Everglades has not kept pace with burgeoning visitation; neither, is it commensurate in scope with the size
and world-wide stature of this park. Generally, interpretive facilities
are either non-existent or in need of rehabilitation. Often, their design
does not reflect the latest developments in media applications.
An analysis of the factors which influence the selection of methods and
media brings into sharp focus several basic proble·ms . Visitor " preconditioning " is a factor influencing virtually every facet of interpretation. Visitors are generally unprepared to understand and appreciate
the fascinating, and often subtle, values of the Everglades. This results
from the frequently unseen and intricately structured natural mechanisms
operating within the park, the extensive and unrelieved low profile
topography, and the virtual absence of any strongly provocative natural
scenery. A typical "National Park experience 11 often includes an emotional response to some superlative natural feature or phenomenon.
M'1ch of that appeal is lacking here, and the media and methods of interpretation must in some way compensate for that lack of initial impact.
It is probable that the average visitor arrives with a number of rnisconceptionB about the park and its ll& values. Many expect to see a
dense, forbidding forest of moss-draped cypress trees encircled by
quicksand and all manner of vile serpents. Overhead, they may well
envision a tropical wealth of parrots, cockatoos, and monkeys. In the
absence of the geologic splendor that characterizes many national parks,
a senee of disappointment may accompany a visitor on his first trip to
the Florida Everglades.

Coincident with the visitor use patterns thl"ougbout Southern Florida,
but differing from that of most national parks, visitation reaches its
highest peak during the period from mid-December to Easter, A slightly
lower peak occurs during June to Labor Day period. Records reveal
th.al September and October attract the lowest number of visitors, but
visitation begins to climb in November to its mid-winter peak. Thus,
public use fluctuates, but the perpetual accessibility of the Everglades
requires a continuous, year· round operation.
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Heavy rainfall is only one of i>everal limiting climatic factors during
the summer period. The rainy season begins in late May and lasts
through October, bringing with it hordes of insects and an uncomfortably
hot, humid climate. Water levels are highest during these months and
wildlife is more dispersed throughout the park, making it difficult to
; view the large concentrations so typical of the winter months. The motiva:tion of ·visitors to experienc.e this environment first-hand is slight.
Many visitors are willing to bear the discomforts of the summer season
for short periods, but generally, they are forced to seek the sheltert·
and the "sensory deprivati6n 1 ' of the auto·m obile. Summer does have its
advantages in the Everglades. Mountainous clouds, lush vegetation,
spectacular sunsets, and calm water are typical. It is a time of re-birth
and replenishment throughout the Everglades. But, conditions affecting
· human comfort are generally not conducive to lengthy and in-.depth involve·m ent.
The winter climate is very mild. Temperatures are moderat~ incle ...
ment weather is rare, and bothersome insects are virtually nonexistent.
Visitors are more easily persuaded to discover the outdoors for them ...
selves. and all trails and outdoor facilities can be expected to be well
used. Infrequent near-freezing temperatures occur, but are of short
duration.
Salt-saturated air must be taken into consideration when plan.ning installations, particularly those that will be out of doors. This is especially true at Flamingo, Key Largo, and Everglades City. High humidity,
heat, insects , and mildew are important factors to be considered over
all parts of the park. Interpretive devices· and facilities in exposed
areas ahould be r ·e sistent to corrosion and require minimal maintenance.
Any material that requi:res burial in the gt'ound · should be salt tolerant.
Metals that corrode quickly should be avoided for use for construction
where ever possible.' Wood, because it weathers rapidly, must be
chemically treated to withstand the elements. Electric devices should
generally not be used outdoors or in buildings where power for air conditioning is not available.
The unique physiographic characteristics of the Everglades environment
often prohibit the use of converttional structures intended to facilitate
visitor access. For example, the most feasible way of providing relatively easy and safe access into certain areas is by construction of elevated boardwalks or platforms. Large segments of the park are either
totally or partially submerged during much of the year, and may be
penetrated only by boat. In each case, the design of interpretive facilities
and access routes to them must not compromise the integrity of fragile
resources.
3

The entire a r ea is influenced by swift and natural alterations, often in
the form of hurricanes o r fi r e . It is accepted here that this constitutes
natural change and interpretation must be flexible enough to opportunistically adapt to those changes. Hurricanes, a potential threat from
approximately June through November, can be a major determinant of
interpretive development. Interpretive devices located in vulnerable
areas must be easily removable in anticipation of impending high winds
and water or they must be considered expendable. Strong hurricanes
can damage structures severely, and the media in those facilities must
be as secure as possible. Nature trails should be designed with the
knowledge that hurricanes may alter the natural features along the route s
so dramatically that a different interpretive approach or theme must
be developed to make the interpretation relevant, or such trails may
require relocation.
In general, flexibility and diversity are essential in meeting the interpretive needs of Everglades National Park. This flexibility should be
considered from the standpoint of seasonal adaptability, allowing for
such factors as concentrations of wildlife, heavy camping, more temper ate climate, and older 11clientele 11 during the winter months, and insects,
hurricanes, rain, heat, and younger visitors during the summer. Natural alterations caused by high water, fire, and hurricanes may completely
disrupt interpretation in any outdoor situation, so alternate sites and
media should be available.

The road originating at the main park entrance and terminating in Flamingo is the main artery for visitor circulation within the park . It
traverses most of the various natural systems that char-acterize the park .
Along its 38 mile length, the visitor may observe sawgraes marshes,
pi ne forests, ponds and sloughs, hammocks, mangrove forests, portions
of the coastal prairie, and the shallow waters of Florida Bay. Unfortunately, its design as a high-speed thoroughfare, and the abse.nce of
any visually captivating features (vis-a-vis mountains, canyons, waterfalls} along its route, will make it difficult to slow the automobile-b:>und
visitor sufficiently to engage him in interpretive activities. This situation is further complicated by the fact that a significant percentage of
visitors enroute to Flamingo are recreation-oriented boaters. Interpretive
development along the Parachute Key~Flamingo corridor must take these
factors into consideration. At the present time, there is virtually no
interpretive development along the park road, a nd yet, visitors enroute
to Flamingo spend at least one~third of their total length of stay traversing
it.
The number of visitors entering the park by boat is also an area that
merits special consideration. Everglade s is perhaps unique an1ong
national parks in that there are virtually unlimited, uncontrolled points
4

of access by boat. This i s particularly true in that portion of the park
bordering the Florida Keys and in the Ten Thousand Islands area near
Everglades City. Several hundred thousand people are estimated to
enter the park in this way each year. Of that number, a very high
percentage can be expected to have little or no knowledge of the park.
In fact, it is likely that many of them do not know that they are in a
national park at all. The difficulty of making any type of meaningful
interpretive contact with recreational boaters of this type is obvious,
but efforts should .be made to develop effective means of cornmunicaticn.
If proximity to massed human population is a defining characteristic,
then Everglades can be properly considered an urban park. Well over
2, 500, 000 people dwell ln the four .. county area adjacent to the park.
More than 60% of that population resides in metropolitan Dade County
within 50 miles of park headquarters.

In view of the strong comm.itment of Everglades National Park to en ..
viro.nmental education activities and .other outreach programs in the
adjacent counties, school children, particularly those in elementary
schools, comprise a significant ' audience" for environmental education/
interpretation programs. At present, there are approximately 130, 000
elementary age students enrolled in 172 schools throughout Dade County.
In addition, there are another 65, 400 students in 111 schools in Monroe,
Collier, and Broward Counties. Dade County also has 59 junior and
senior high schools with a combined student body of ove r 111, 000, and
three colleges and/or universities having a significantly large enroll ..
ment. The combined student bodies of ~he University of Miami, Florida
International University, and Miami-Dade Junior College total in excess
of 83, 000 students.
In reviewing specific local limiting factors (as well as formulating
development proposals) the ~allowing b.road locations should be considered irrespective of administrative boundaries: 1) the glades/pinelands area, Z) the mangrove/coastal prairie/Fiorida Bay area, 3) the
Tamian1i/Shark Valley area, 4) the Florida Keys area, and 5) the Gulf
Coast area. In addition, the Parachute Key/Flamingo corridor discussed above merits independent consideration. Facilities and services
collateral to the enviro.n mental education program that may affect interpretive development are discussed under the area in which they are
located.
·

GLADES/PINELANDS AREA
The Royal Palm Sub-District is probably the most heavily impacted of
visitor use areas within the park. This is especially true of the Anhinga
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and Gumbo Limbo Trails which have received worldwide notoriety through
the mass media. 1n addition, visitor use in the Royal Palm area differs
significantly from other districts in that the majority of or ganized school
groups visiting the park spend their time in and around the Royal Palm/
Long Pine Key area. The average visitor probably spends more time
in the Royal Palm area. than any other location in the park.
The Long Pine Key campground, a popular facility in the Royal Palm
area, is filled to capacity from mid-December through mid-April. .
Campers stay in the park for relatively long periods of time during the
cool winter ·m onths, and thus provide a sizeable "resident" audience for
regulady scheduled activities.
•rhe Royal Palm Sub-District encompasses approximately 379, 000 acres,
mostly covered by sawgrass marsh~ Other vegetative elements include
hardwood hammocks or tree islands, sloughs and pondst and rather
extensive relict stands of pine. The entire area is extremely flat, periodically and extensively inundated by fresh and brackish water, and
extremely difficult to traverse on foot due to the highly eroded surface
of the underlying <*'litic limestone. Much of the substrate is covered
by a thin sheet of soil compo s ed largely of admixtures of peat and marl.
Deeper solution holes are often filled with thick deposits of peat, or
serve as year-round reservoirs for waters captured on their way to the
sea.

In the larger glades/pineland area (encompassing the administrative unit
referred to a s the Pine Island District) the major drainage patterns are
eastward through the Taylor Slough and southwestward from the north
into the Shark Valley area. Conditions in the Taylor Slough at Royal
Palm have resulted in gradual sedimentation, causing habitat changes
unfavorable to many forms of wildlife. It is necessary to periodically
remove silt and enc roaching semiaquatic vegetation to maintairt the area
as a prime interpretive facility. In addition, the natural fl.ow of water
through Taylor Slough is artificially supplemented by input from a pumped
well.
MANGROVE/COASTAL PRAIRlE/FLORiDA BAY AREA
· Flamingo, located approximately 50 miles from Homestead, and 38 miles
from park headquarters, is at the terminus of the main park road and
has the only marina facilities between Key Largo and Everglades City .
It therefore becomes a natural focal point for visitation within the park .
While overnight accommodations and campsites are available at Flamingo,
it is primarily a day-use area with considerable water - oriented activ it y.
Flamingo is a prime point of departure for visitor a ccess into the shallow waters of Florida Bay as well as the serpentine inland waterways .
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The large campground and the overnight accommodations operated by the
park concessioner provide a large resident "audience" for participation
in evening programs and other nocturnal activities. Due to the distances
and travel times involved, Flamingo is not likely to be come a major
focal point for school-oriented activities.
That portion of the mangrove/coastal p.rairie/Florida Bay area that is
referred to as the Cape Sable Sub-District encompasses approximately
381, 000 acres, at least 75% of which is under water. More than half
of the area, including Whitewater Bay, lies in the mangrove belt, which
is accessible only by boat. Blanketing the southwestern tip of the peninsula is the Cape Sable coastal prairie, a point of solid ground built up
to an average elevation of Ii to 2 feet above sea level by hurricane storm
tides. Typical of the rest of the park, the dominant landscape features
are uniformity and flatness. By most standards the topography would
not be ·classed as spectacular and few would call it inspirational. A
major interpretive challenge in the Flamingo area is to nurture a sense
of appreciation for the qualities the area does possess.
Three major natural communities meet in the Flamingo area- -the mangrove complex, Florida Bay. and the coastal prairie. The sprawling
mangrove wilderness, interlaced by navigable waterways, is a tangled
and virtually impenetrable mass of vegetation. One of the largest mangrove 11 junglea 11 in the world grows on the saline lowlands abutting the
gulf coastal waters. Proposed boat and canoe trails will assist visitors
through this labyrinthian wilderness.
Coastal prairie, aptly called a "wet desert", is characterh:ed by lowgrowing, salt-tolerant vegetation. It has a marl substrate and the
necessary elevation for trails. However, summer rains make routes
across the coastal prairie virtually impassable. In addition, any facilities contemplated in this area must take into consideration its ultimate
designation as wilderness. While the abundance .of mosquitoea and other
bothersome insects is a seasonally limiting factor throughout the park,
it is especially pronounced in the Flamingo area. Proposed outdoor
interpretive developments must take into consideration the inevitable
presence of swarming insects, particularly during the warm, wet summer
months.
TAMIAMI/SHARK VALLEY AREA

The Tamiami/Shark Valley area is conveniently accessible from U.S.
Highway 41, commonly referred to as the "Tamiami Trail" over which
more than 10, 000 motorists travel each day during the peak season. It
is one of the major interconnecting thoroughfares between the east and
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west coasts of Florida, and constitutes a major route into the greater
Miami and Florida Keys area. Furthermore, it will probably be fourlaned within the next few years . Early in l 97Z, an alternate transportation system into the Shark Valley area was inaugurated. During the
first two full years of operation, in excess of 114, 000 visitors entered
the park in this way. This represented approximately 18% of the maximum potential annual visitation. It can be anticipated that, when fully
developed, the Shark Valley area will become the major focal point of
visitor activity within the park, and that the transportation system albne
will accommodate an average of 26, 500 visitors per month during a
l 0-month operational season. It should be noted that the above figur-es
are based on the limited statistics available at this time, and that projections for future use are based largely upon maximum loading condition with fourteen tram cycles daily.
Three full years have not yet elapsed in the operation of the alternate
transportation system. Therefore, no long-range comparison can be
made in an effort to predict visitor use trends. However, in view of
the number of visitors entering the area during the first two years with
virtually no development and relatively little publicity, it is reasonable
to assume an annual increase of at least 12% under existing conditions
and as much as 25% as development is co·m pleted.
Shark Valley is a biologically rich and diverse area. Natural water
levels fluctuate seasonally, but due to the artificial canal, and waterfilled borrow pits adjacent to the loop road, wildlife is abundant in the
Shark Valley area throughout the year . Of course, seasonal peaks do
occur, primarily during the cool winter months. In any case, the
Shark Valley Slough is one of the finest areas for viewing and interpreting wildlife in the park.
Presently, the visitor is confined to a very narrow corridor defined by
the loop road. With due regard to the fragile nature of the resource,
means should. be sought to draw the visitor away from the road and into
more intimate physical contact with the environment. Additional factors
which will influence interpretive development in tht:> Shark Valley area
are its relative isolation from population centers, and the fact that no
campgrounds or overnight accommodations are available within a reasonable distance. Scheduling of interpretive activities must take into
consideration travel times to and from the site, and the lack of parti cipants for regularly scheduled evening activities. It is important to
note that this condition may not always exist. The Central and Southern
Florida Flood Control District has recently announced plans to develop
a recreation complex within five miles of the Shark Valley entrance.
It would include overnight facilities.
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A vislt to Shark Va lley is an integral part of a cooperative environmental education program developed by the park and the Dade County
Public School System. Approximately 10, 000 elementary age school
children, largely from inner-city sch9ols, participate in this program
during the school year. To date, distance has not been a prohibitive
factor. This program has been highly successful, but its continuation
m a y be contingent upon the continued availability of federal and/ or county
funds to prov ide bus transportation to the site.
The Tamiami/Shark Valley development is adjacent to tribal lands of
the Miccosukee Indians. In view of this, and the role that pre· Colombian
man has played in the history of the Florida Everglades, this site would
be a logical focal point for interpretation of Indian history, lifestyles ,
and cultural arts. Media planners n1ust be careful to tastefully and
accurately treat these subjects. In addition, active Indian involvement
in interpretive programming should be sought.

FLORIDA KEYS AREA
Key Largo, one of the upper Florida Keys, is potentially one of the most
important orientation locations in the park because of the great numbers
who each year travel to Key West and return with little or no knowledge
of their proximity to the park. Many of these people will uJtimately find
their way into the park by boat, but now there is virtually no way for
them to acquire even minimum essential orientation and directional
a s sistance. Their impact on the Keys, and therefore on those portions
of the park coterminus with them, will undoubtedly increase. However,
t he total length of s tay at the Key Largo development will always be
b rief. There are no Par k Service campgrounds or concession operated
facili ties at the Key Largo developed area, but there are ample commercial developments near the site. The limited development envisioned
h e re will be exclusively day-use.
Presently, t he Key Largo Ranger Station is located on U.S. Highway 1
between Miami and Key West about 40 miles from the main park entrance.
The predominant direction of travel on U.S. 1 will influence the effi. ciency of this contact point. Most travelers will be heading to Key West
and may not be inclined to stop, but upon their return northward, an
oppo r tunity e x ists to make some contact with them.
The Key La r go Sub-District includes approximately 350, 000 acres, approximately onewquarter of Everglades National Park, but the present
land area on Key Largo totals only 18 acres. It ls an isolated administrative unit separated from the park on the west by the Inter-coastal
Waterway. In spite of its small size, the Key La.rgo site includes a
beautiful hardwood hammock and an excellent example of the mangrove
fringed shoreline of Florida Bay.
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increase . However , the total length of stay at the Key Lar go development will alwa.,ys be brief. There are no Park Service campgrounds or
concession operated facilities at the Key La.rgo developed area , but
there are amnle commercial developments nea.r the site. The limited
development envisioned here will be exclusively day-use .
Presently, the Key Largo Ranger Stat ion is locaited on U. s. Highway 1
between Miaiui and Key West about 40 miles from the main park entrance.
The ur edominant direction of travel on U.S. l will influence the effi ciency of this contact point . Most travelers will be heading to 'Key.
West and may not be inclined to stop, but upon their return northward,
an opportunity exi sts to make some contact with them.

The Key Largo SUb· Diatrict includes approximately 350,000 acres, approximately one-quarter of Everglades National Park , but the present
land area on Key Largo tot a.Ls only 18 acres . It is an isolated admi nistr ative unit separat ed from the park on the west by the !ntercoastal Waterway. In spite of its small size, the Key La.rgo site includes a beautiful hardwood hammock and an excellent example of the
mangrove fringed shoreline of Florida. Bay.
In view of the proximity of this site to heavy, often tasteless, commercial development, care must be exercised in order that the character
of the development will reflect a quality befitting National Park
standards . Limited space and the problems attendant to intercepting
high speed traffic dictate that this development be modest in scope
a.nd designed to provide no more tha.n minimtm1 essential interpretation
a.nd visitor services.

GULF COAST AREA

Like the Key La.rgo site, the Gulr Coast developed area, located at
Everglades Ci ty, occupies a very small administrative site outside the
park b0W1dary . It serves as a. focal point for visitor activity in the
Ten Thousand Islands/Chokoloskee- Bay area, and is referred to as the
"Western Water Gateway" to Everglades National Park. Sites or features
meriting interpretive development are accessible by boat only, including
the Sa..ndfly Island National Environmental Study Area. The Gulf Coast
site will be largely a day us e area wtth considerable incidental travel
generated by its proximity to U. S. High'tf8¥ 41 . No camping facilities .
a.re provided by the Nati onal Park Service, but there are trailer park
developments and other overnight accommodations nearby. Schedu,ling of
evening activities is, therefore, feasible .
Sand.fly Island Nat i onal Environmental Study Area, located a short dis tance offshore frcm the Gulf Coast site, has received relatively little
use, but increasing emphasis on environmental education activities in the
Collier County ar ea. will result in it becoming more popular . Due to
its insular location, transportation of school children to the study
area will be a factor limiting its use .

Visitation t o the Gulf Coast area will continue to be highly seasonal.
This is particularly true of retirees who constitute the major port i on
10

of the winter population of Everglades City and Chokoloskee Island.
Also, salt-laden sir, hot and humid weather, a.iid proliferations of
mosquitoes will always constitute seasonal limiting factors in the
Gulf Coast a.rea .
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PARK
------

THE

Few of the classic elements of a national park are embodied in the
Everglades. Instead~ it is a land of subtleties, Notably lacking are
the impressive geologic feat\ll'es that give relief to eye and landscape,
and that so often have dominion over living systems. Here, the earth
blends indiati.nctly with the water and the evanescent sky. Their
uniform appearance belies a diversity of life forms characteristic of
few other places on this continent.

Unlike most of its counterparts in the National Pa.rk System, Evergle.d.es
is almost exclusively a biological park dedicated to the preservation
of a complex and precisely ordered living mechanism. It is a place of
common, though often ill-defined, boundaries. It lies at the interface between temperate and subtropical America· between land, sea, and
sky; between fresh and brackish water; between shallow terrestrially
influenced embayments and deeper gulf coast.al waters; between the
insidious sprawl of urba.n development a.nd wilderness; and between
pre-Colombian and modern human cultures.
While other landscapes were forged in a crilcible of fire and ice,
Everglades is the off'spring of a primal alliance of earth and the cradling
sea . Its subdued topography is indicative of geologic stability. The
wealth of plant life it supports provides virtually the only variation

in its otherwise bro&d, featureless s\ll'face. From the wave-stroked
beaches of Cape $9ble to the nearly imperceptible currents sweeping
over Shark Valley, the cyclic ebb and flow of water and miniscule variationa in the landscape are of signal importa.n.ce in determining the
nature of this park. Ironically, fire, mo:re often than riot considered
the bane of field a.nd forest, is the third part of this elemental
triumvirate.
It would be folly to philosophically argue the value of parks in the
absence of people. Man is as much a part of the Everglades and the kinds
of places and things that it represents as any other creature. Unfortunately, it is a truth of this century that man seldom walks quietly
and unnoticed upon the earth. In his often mutually exclusive role as
consumer and conservator, modern man has irrevocably altered the destiny
of' the Florida. Everglades. That Everglades is a. "disarticulated" ecosystem is due largely to man and his activities within and beyond the
boundaries of the park.
Everglades !fationa.l Park is more than a place in which to relax and have
fun. It is a wellspring of clean ai.r, fresh water, and open spa.ce that

nourishes a great proliferation of life.

It ministers as well, to some
tna.11 with a sanctuary from
the endless noise, the foul air, the burgeoning crowds, and the accelerated pace of modern urba.n life. It serves as an environmental counterpoint to the largely synthetic, da.y- to-da.y world of most of its visitors,
and it can be a benchmark a.gs.inst which they can measure the tenor of
of the less tangible human needs by providing
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their life a.nd times.

It can be a pathway to new environmental en-

counters. Here people can confront, possibly :for the first time, a
natura.l world of which they ma::,' know very little and which may, at once,
seem 1.nviting and a.lien. It is a place where man and nature can renew
a. close and timeless rela.tionship--one that roan too oft.en chooses to
disavow. It is a. place where visitors may "acclimatize" by becaning

involved with the simple sensory pleasures of seeing and hearing and
feeling, and just being alone for awhile with a 1 i ttle b it of the eartt:
and the sky. Moat of a.11, it is a place where, out of that involvement,
may come a growing understanding, respect, and concern for t he environ-

ments of mai~--the natural one and those of his own design . As an
altered natural system, Everglades can serve as an environmentalbaseline against which other deteriorating ecosystems ca.n be compared. Not
unlike the "miner's canary", a healthy, flourishing living system will
begin to fail if subjected to inimical ar:d often unseen forces.
There would be little purpose in attempting to comprehensively reconstruct the complex human and natural history of the park in this document . Many others have studied and written prolifically about the
Everglades region. The following summary of sane of the principal facts
is in line with the intent of the prospectus. Media planners requiring
more specif'ic information should refer t o the publications listed in
the bibliography appended to this plan.

The park is actually a shallow basin tilted to the southwest and underlain by extensive deposits of Pleistocene-aged limestone. The Mia.mi
limestone consists of an Oolitic and a Bryozoa.n Facies with t he latter
predominant in the basement rock of the park. Interestingly, these two
components of the geologic foundations of the pa.rk are of inorganic and
organic origin respectively • . Schizoporella noridana, a multi-laminate

Bryozoan, is responsible largely far the production of tba.t porti on of
the Miami limestone underlying the park. While peninsular Florida. is
geologically young, it is among tle lllOre stable portions of the continent,
having undergone no significant s.t ructura.l change .for ma.ny

yea.rs~

Geographically the Everglades are temperate, but biologically they are
strikingly similar to the subtropical West Indies ... having attracted
hundreds of colonial forms. Many of the plant and animal spec:i.es found
in the park are a.t the limits of their ranges. The biota has great
variety, and an ironic mixture of ra.re and abundant life forms. Com-

plexity, diversity, high nwnbers of species, and low entropy, generally
indicators of enviromnents.l stability and resistance t o detrimental

factors, further characterize the Evergla.des. There are, in fact,
interesting and significant contrasts between natUl'al diversity within
the park, and the tendency to synthetic uniformity in the world that
man has built for himself.

Within the park there a.re fi.ve discrete vegetative t)'1'es.

Hammocks a.re

tree islands that are ge.nerally composed of mature mixed hardwoods.

Ba.yhee.ds are tree islands

general~;
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consist ing of i sol&ted stsnd5

o~

specific species , i.e . , cypress or willow.

Pinelands, consistL'1£ pre-

dominantly of south Florida slash pine, occupy elevated outcroppings
of the Miami limestone. The coastal mangrove area, composed largely
qf black, r ed, or white mangrove or mixtures thereof, is proba.~lJ-' the
largest mangrove forest. in the world. S&wgra.ss, a.ctu.eJ.lJ a sedge,

covers extensive lowland prairies to the north and east.
Hammocks, bayheads, a.nd pinela.nd areas are ·ge.nerally elevated or other-

wise vary sufficiently from the datum plane to· be insulated from the

effects of flooding a.nd protected from f'ire. Bayheads, consisting predomin&ntly of one or two species, occupy either slight elevations or
depressions (e . g . , bay trees generally predominate it1 elevated deposits
of peat and cypress trees in sha.l.low ponds). Mangrove and ~awgrass
areas are -periodice.1.ly or perennially inundated by shallow water.
'l'he gre§.t floral vt:l.l"iety of the E..'verglades is one of t.he key rea.sQns
for the establishment of the park. Among the more prominent and
color ful plants are the Bromeliads and epiphytie orchids. As n16J1Y
as 25 or chid varieties are known to occur within the park. '!'here a.re
over 1,000 kinds of seed bearing plants, and more than 120 species of
trees, both tropical {palms, gumbo limbo, mangroves) and temperate
(ash, mulberry, and. Oaks). Even pla.'lts ordinarily: associated witb the
hot and arid deserts, Le., cactus~ yucca, agave or century- pJAnt,
thrive in certain parts of the park . Woody and herbaceous vines, inc ludi.Jm the noxious and cosmopolitan poison ivy, are signit'.ka.nt ale.--

ments in the forest u.nderstory.
Several factors are .significant determinants of the veget.a.tive composition of the park. Nt!turall.y ca.used fires, or the lack of them~ slight
elevations or dep ressions in topography, and water are cl'itic.al fac;tors.
Water i::i perhaps the rnqst important, irl an area which often receives

in excess of 6o inches of precipitation annually, and which has fz-om
prehistoric til!le received periodic overflows- from Lake Okeechotee and
its watershed to the north. The nature of the substrate has, in. turn,
had important ef'fects on the water regime in the park.

The ordinarily

highly porous limestone is overlain with variable thicknes1:>e§ .of marl
and peat which minimize water loss through seepage. Other ele~nts
altering the yeget&tive composition of the :pa.rk have and will continue
to include inland penetration of sea. water a.a a result of lowered water
tables and canalization, hurricanes, and the proliferation of exotic
species such as Aust.ralia.n. pine and 'ofild tamarind.
In

~it ion

to the terrestrial systems, there a.re a.t least four distu1c-

tively .different aquatic community types within the pa.r'k: the inlaad
fresh water areas conGisting of broad, shallow "l'ivers" , small &cattered
ponds, and alligator boles; the brackish water or estuarine areas where
fresh and salt we.ter merge; shallow shoreline and offshore emhayments;
and, the deeper gulf coastal mLters. As might be expected, i'rash water
and marine fishes and invertebrates a.bound in these areas. l.rt addition.
the area of transition from .glade to mangrove--fresh to salt wat~r- ·is ·
an incredibly rich and product ive zone incubating great numbers of life

forms.
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Florida B~ includes some 800 sq\Ul.re milea o:f very shallow emba.,yJDent

overlaying unconsolida.ted calca.reoua sediment on the surface o'f the
oolitic f'acies of tbe Mia.mi limestone. Its maxbm:.mi d.e ptb varies from
8 to 9 feet and its average depth is 4 to 5 feet. The bottom is
irregu.lal· consisting of ana.stomosing mud.banks on sane of which mar.i.groves
and other bra.ck ish water planta have pioneered to form small keys or
islands~ The waters of the bay are considered one of the most productive natural limestone "fa.ctoriea" if1 the United states.
Everglades is a haven for over 25 rare and enda.ugered species. There
a.re only about 25 native land mammals, including two marine foms (the
manatee and the bottle nosed dolphin) endemic to the par1t. Of the
approximately 60 'known species of reptiles and smphibia."ls, 23 sri.akes

including four poisonou.s varieties, a.nd the American alligator and
crocodile occur in the park.
Everglades is probabl~y best~known for its varie-d and kaleidoscopic
seasonal displays of birdlife. Over 300 specieB of birds, many of
which are extremely re.re, have been recorded within the park. One of
the cbief -ree.sons for the establishment of the park was groving crocern

that rookeries of herons, ibis, and other wading ~irds· be protected
from the decimating ei'fects of comercial exploitations, encroscbing
developments, pollution, a.nd other deleteriC11.lG lnman factors. Irmiic ..
ally, thousands of human beings now seek the sanctuary of the park to
escape dnd1a.r problems in the synthetic -world they have built, The
ultimate signifi<..'8.11ce of Everglades and p.la.ces like it may be that t-hey
are the last. re.f'uge, not of eaglea and wood ztons, but of m£l!l him.self.
The intermingling of 8pecies and the tendency to greater numbers and.
varieties of life forms at the shared boundaries of coterm:i.Jms commu.ni-

ties--a phenOJD.enon Y.nown &s the edge effect--is vell illust~ated in the
Everglades. Spe.cies the.t one would ordin&l"ily not expect to find sharing
the same habitat are conmw:ml,y observed together. Oddly, there a.re a.lso
some fascinating analogies between biological phenomena in the Ever~
glades and in the southwestern deserts, the sub~alpine timberline, and
the subterranean world. Living conditions in each of those systems
frequently require more diverse a.oil often bizarre morpbologica.l. and

physiological adaJ:>tations of plant and a.nilllal species.
ArcbeologiGts are uncertai.n when the first pre-Colonibian men re&ched
Florida, but they were linguistically related to tribes apeaki..'lg the
Muskhogean dialect and are :referred to generally ar. "Glades 1.ndiaita 11 •
They are known to have used fire and made clay pottery for use as cooking

vessels. They erected mounds of sMd and shells as places of worship
to their primitive pantheistic deities, to elevate their simple bark
shelters above water level, and to hooo1• their dead.
They were independent, territorial, and prone to wal' with both early
Spanish explorers and internally among sma.ller tribal groups. The two
prineiple sub-groups to which some tribal 11.neage with the modern Mic-

cosukee group can be traced were the Tequeata and t.he Calu.sa.
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Actually,

. the Miccoaukee tribe is more closely related to the northern Creek
· Indians of Georgia and Alabamat and did not reach southern Flori4a ·until

a.f'ter the American Revolution. They moved progressively deeper into
; Florida and eventually conquered or intermarried with the remnants of'
·the earlier Calusa tribe .
. The Miccosukee Indians of today are a. proud and still fiercely indepen: dent people. They shun contact with other Florida India.ns, and cling

to a lite-style not unlike that which enabled their forebears to thrive
in a.n environment considered inhospitable by many standards. Their
ability to live · ~ their environment ra.ther than a.part from it, and
their simple celebration of the earth a.re qua.1..ities too often lack.ing
' from our lives.

· The human history of the Everglades region is not limited to &borigina.l
~ cultures. Among other ·things it includes settlement and attempts to
~ f'a.rm and fish a.long the Gulf' coast, military expeditions during th.e period
of the Seminole wars, visits by distinguished naturel.hts, periods of

wholesale slaughter of bird.life by camnercial hunters, and limited but
profitable timber harvests.

It is significant to note that visitors may be more captivated by the
stark contrasts between the Everglades a.nd other pa.rks within tbei:r
experience than by any other factor. It is a very different kind of
country, and in its lack of sameness lies its real fascin~tion.
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THE

VISITOR

The more than 1-3/4 million people who annually enter Everglades
National Park are not altogether unlike the typical vacationing traveler visiting elsewhere in the National Park System. However, there
are a few significant differences that bear on the interpretive pro. poss.ls in this document.
Total annual visitation has exceeded one million since

1966.

During

1972, <::JVer one million, seven hundred seventy three thousand visits

were recorded, and of that number, a surprising 3~ (692,851) enter~d
boat. Also, a consistent and relatively large percentage of automobile entries are made by individuals with boating interests. As
indicated earlier, a very small percentage of these recreational boaters
are presently contacted during their visit.

by

Due to its proximity to urban centers, a significant number of annual
This is particularly true of the Miami and
Mia.mi Beach areas because of their · heavy commitment to touri.sm. In
addition, location e.d.jacent to several sizeable communities contributes
to a. substantial level of return visitation, both by regu.la.r- groups and
students involved in cooperative environmental education activities.
During the six month Environmental Education Program of 1973/74, between
13 and 14 thousand participating students will visit the. park. With 200
as the average projected number of days per year during which this activity ce.n be conducted under the quinmester system, as many as 24;000
young people will be trarisported to the park ea.ch year.
visits a.re from those areas.

Another factor which should be considered is the rather distinct difference in age and general makeup between summer and winter visitors.
Retirees constitute a. major portion of the winter "audience". Their
average age levels are considerably higher and they are generally more
placidly oriented insofar as involvement in activities is concerned.
However, their a.vera.ge length of st~, and therefore the time during
which they can be involved, is as much as twice that of the summer
visitors. The summer visitor is generally younger, more active, and
pa.rticipa.nt-oriented.
The near uniformity of climate throughout the south norida region
contributes to a year-round pattern of visitation. The seasonal extremes that characterize many of the northern parks do not manifest
themselves here; rather, there are only slight variations in temperature and other weather determinates from winter to summer . Tra.ve1
variations at Everglades are determined more by climatic changes elsewhere in the country than by the subtle ones that ta.~e place here.
Even so, there a.re three distinct travel "sea.sons" signaled by marked
increases or decreases in visitation.
The peak sea.son begins on or about December 15 and extends through
April 15. This is the period that corresponds with the summer season
in ma.ny northern parks although it is of obviously longer duration.
The summer, or slack sea.son, begins on or a.bout April 30 and extends
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through September 1. Travel generally decli'.nes during the warmer,
mosquito-ridden sUllllller months when the cooler northern parks are more
readily accessible. The third distinct season at E'verglades coincides
approximately with the beginning of the traditional academic year on
or llbout September 15 . This period extends through approximately
April 30, overlapping with the heavy travel season, although not significantly increasing daily visitor loads.
Park visitors probably conform to typical visitor profiles in that they
a.re generally from urban settings , and with above average educational
and income levels. It is likely that a higher percentage of visitors
arrive in Everglades with some level of informed interest than in many
other National Parks . This is particularly true because of comprehensive nation-wide publicity given to environmental problems exemplified
in the .Everglades, e . g . , the jetport controversy, fire a.nd drought
problems, near extinction of species, proposed establishment of a Big
Cypr eBS National Fresh Wa.ter Preserve, etc . While many visitors may be
generally better informed about the park prior to their arrival, that
knowledge is likely to be rather superficial and acquired through the
mass media . As mentioned earlier, it can be expected that a great many
people will be armed with misconceptions about the F'lor:lda Everglades.

A significant percentage of visitors to Everglades are of foreign origin.
In Da.de Cowity alone , a.pproxima.tely 15% of' the population is comprised
of r esident aliens and greater Miami is a bilingual city. Media specialists should give strong consideration to the development of at least
some multi- lingual interpretive facilities . Spanish and French are the
predominant foreign languages.

Over 35,000 trailers, and other recreational vehicles , ~ntered the
park during 1972. While thi s figure comprises only abo1lt 2fa of the
total visitation, it is further indicstive of the recreation orientation of par k visitors . Furthermore, the vast majority of this trailer
use is concentrated into the five month period of December through
April. Many of' these trailer caJ;tipers sta,y the maximum allowable time
(14 days) in park campgrounds 3!1.d are potential participants in virtually a.11 interpretive activities scheduled during that period . This
is especially true of regul.e.rl y scheduled evenin& programs, a.nd further
emphasizes the desirability of program variety.
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1f

HE

EXPERIENCE.

There are different levels of emotional and intellectual involvement
to a visitor/environment encounter in Everglades National Park. One
is a subjective and purely sensory response to the visual sweep of the
glad.es and their incr edible wealth of life forms . Another involves the
acquisition of basic knowledge a.bout the park. The third involves an
assessment of values • • •a thoughtful personal consideration of the meaning
of parks and the kinds of places and things they represent in the lig)lt
of present ~ future human experience .
At the first level of involvement little or no interpretation is required.
It is sufficient that the visitor be provided with suitable and relatively easy access to the best possible vantage :points . Tile perception
of beauty is intensely per sonal , and it would be a presumption to place
signs, markers, or other devices between the visitor and the scene.
Interpr etation should do no more than contribute to a reflective at.mos•
phere or mood . When it is attempted., it should be subdued and unobtrusive. The visitor should be free to respond to what he percetves in
his own wa.y • • • to react, without interference, to the harmonious natur&l
orchestration that is uniquely the Everglades. In many respects this
is the key experience in which the visitor is totally enveloped by the
sights and sounds, the taste, the aroma, and the feel of the e~viron 
ment. It is a.n experience that will f'ocus attention on the multitude
of small things of which this great park is ma.de. It is a.t this level
that one can recapture, if only for a motnent, the excitement, the $ensitivity, the simple understanding, and the "sense of wonder" of the
child.

Having been exposed to the initia.1 sensory impact of the park, most
visitors will become inquisitive about the secrets it harborG. It is
at this level that interpretation begins to reveal the subt.l e complexities of its human and natural history. In its conventional role,
interpretation provides the visitor at this level of involvement with
basic factual information about 1:-he park, its plants a.nd animal· life,
a.rid its history of huma.n habitation a.nd use. It generally does so
through a variety of tl'8.ditional and proven activities and services .
A growing realization or some of the importwit and .f.'unda.mental. concept~
Wlderlying the chronicle of f&ets signals the att.ainment of a. '!11.ore abstract level of involvement . At this point the thoughtful. person begins
to infer relationships between the Ev-ergla.cle.s story and his own life
a.nd times. Interpretation at this level should stimulate the visitor
to consider some of the less obvious and intangible values of the park
experience, It should not, and need not be contrived. It should serve
merely as a catalyst, leading the visitor naturally and logically to
a revelation of certain relevant truths.

An ideal experience would be a composite of each of these types of
involvement . Every visitor should have the opportunity to physically
and emotionally react to the impressive dimensions and beauty of the
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Everglades . He should have an opportwiity to learn something about
wha.t they are, and haw they came to be; a.nd, most importa.ntly, he
should be encouraged to consider in what ways Everglades National Pa.rk
is pertinent to our changing ti.mes . All interpretive facilities a.nd
services will in some wtzy clearly relate to achieving this optimum experience for as many park visitors as possible. There should be a
progressively more active, personal involvement as the visitor moves
more deeply into the park from various points of access. The experience
should be characterized by a general slackening of pace, decreasing
emphasis on the automobile as a. viewing platform and means of trans- ·
portation, a.nd a growing sense of personal expectation and discovery.

Among either things, visitors should. be encouraged to consider something
of the dynamics of cha.nge . In the natural order of things, impermanence is ·a common qua.lityJ and the inevitable consequence of natural
process . The mechanisms of change are inalterably related, one to
another, and there are significant parallels between natural and sociocultural changes. Geological process, past and present; subtle and
catastrophic, is among the most signi~ica.nt detenninants of environment a.l structure .
Mn.n , once mereJy a witness to change in the Everglades, has become a
perpetrator of change •• • a powerful biogeological force acting on a
landscape a.rid biota. that have remained relatively stable a.nd unaltered
for considerable time. Changes now occur at a much faster rate under
the influence of man, and often, they ~re less than benign.
Among animals, only man may choose to live harmoniously with nature,
or to willfully and aggressively manipulate it for his exclusive
benefit. Implicit in his decision must be a.n understanding that there
is a critical point beyond which he can no longer profitably a.lter his
surroundings • • • a point which may, in ~act, be a benchmark. for his
accelerated demise as a successful organism.
Interpretation will be concerned with engendering a.n understa.ndit1g o'l:
the past and present plant and animal life of the Everglades; changes
in the biota induced by and coincident with changes in the landscape;
and, plants and animals a.s agencies of cha.nge. It will be generally
concerned with the concept of geologic control of the environment, and
its corrolary, environmental control of human affairs. It will emphasize
the emerging role of man as a potent force capable of greatly accelerating natural rates of change. 1n addition, it will suggest that unless
roan learns to understand and wisely use his powers, he may quite suddenly
(or slowly and inexorably) be engulfed and destroyed by changes of his
own making.
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THE

OBJECTIVE

The interpretive program should contribute to a visitor ex:perienee in
three major ways: it should provide essential information and csri.en..
te.tion services; facilitate the J?bysicaJ. · interaction of the visitor
with the environment; a.nd foster the intellectual involvement of the
visitor through a mea.ningtul revelation of park values.
Major objectives of the program are to:
i,

.

L Provide essential recreation-related information necessary for
the safe a.nd enjoyable utilization of pa.rk resources a.nd visitor ~se
f'acilities.
2. Inte.rpret the various elements of the story in ways which will
emphasize the composite nature of environments and the importance of
natural complexity e.nd diversity.

3. Introduce .visitors to the concept of nature a.a a dynamic process
producing real and measurable .by-products of importance to man, arid that
ma.n's well•being is inexplicably tied to the health of the environment.

4. Develop ima.ginative approaches to interpretation that will encourage visitors to, spend sane time reflecting about me~~ings, values,
and relationships.
5. ~ "bridges of understanding" over which visitors--pa.rticularly young people--may freely move between the natural environment represented by the park, and the synthetic environment represented by the
school, the city, the canmunity, and the home.
Among the things tha.t interpretive facilities and services should be
designed to do are the following:

.... Introduce visitors to the major ecosystems that conq>rise the park,

and to communicate an \Ulderstanding of their components and how
they function.

--Begin to develop a.n appreciation for the natural complexity,
diversity, a.nd interrelationships that exist within those systems.
--Convey the idea that the real fascination of a place like Ever•
glade.a often lies concealed in its subtleties, and tha.t it is
outside, away :f'rom. the insulation of the automobile and other
human artifacts that a virtual)¥ endless array of discoveries
can be me.de.

--Suggest that to more fully experience the Everglades one slx>uld
try -to expa.nd his awareness of the environment by being niore
openiY receptive to the sensory impressions continually emanating
from it·-the sights, the sounds, the odors, tne textures: to
try to respond with the uninhibited and sharpened sensitivities
of a child.
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Ideally, interpretation of essentially intangible ctJ,Qcepts should be
approached through personal conte.cts with skilled interpreters in the
field. Realistically, this cannot be expected to happen for the large

majority of visitors.

Interpretive facilities and services shou,ld be

' designed to begin a process of provocation and personal discovery.
Too often, interpretation of natural history rela.tes to the rare and
extraordinary, or involves the visitor with esoteric detail not within
his personal experience. The visitor's interest ma.y be sparked by the
display of things, which in spite of their prevalence, he may have little
real opportunity of seeing. Indeed, the inference that he may see the
Sa."iiie thing "in... the.-wild" may be qui't~e strong. A certain animal or other
subject of intel'est ma.y well be common in the pa.rk but, by habit, choice
of habitat, or location, it may be infrequently observed even by trained
park personnel. Interpretation ought to focus instead on the commonplace and Wlspectacular. Further, it should suggest that the.re are
many other ways to "observe" things than by seeing them. It slDuld do
more than identify and instruct. It should encourage reasoned inquiry
about fundamenta.l concepts, and foster informed concern a.bout environ~
mental quality.
The effectiveness of the program rill, in large meaJiure, be determined
by the extend to which it is:

nrl'RIGUING --Does it excite interest a.nd curiosity?
--Does it capture the visitor's attention?
IMAGINATIVE

--Do~s

it communicate in inn0"1ative ways~ and does it
stimulate new and different ideas or concepts?
--Does it ca.use the visitor to looK at familiar things
in different ways?

INVOLVING

··Does it invite or encourage.visitor participation?
--Does it draw the visitor into intimate personal contact with thi.ngs so that he is more than a spectator?

INFORYATIVE --Does it convey meaningful information, or new knowl~
edge about the park and the kinds of places and
things it represents?
INF'UJENTIAL -MDoes it effect significant changes in visitor attitudes, or generate new ones?
While the magnitude and primitive character of the coQ.ntry a.re formidable barriers to the passage of most visitors, it i.8 accessible at the
expense of a. little time and individual effort. The interpretive program should be designed to moderate the pace of the visitor and to en. courage him to get ~ fran roads a.nd cars and into more intimate
physical contact with the environment. It should cause the visitor to
consider his inalienability fran the rhythmic ebb and flow of nature-his relationship to, and dependence on, the complex biogeochemical cycles
which comprise the world about him. Above all, it must establish obvious
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ties between the park and the life and tillles of the visitor. A sense
of contemporary- relevance is an essential ingredient without which his
encounter may be fleeting and superficial. Nurturing s11ch an impression
is clearly a.n objective of interpretation. It often will be coocerned
mor e with engendering reelinss than with the pure transfer of meaning.
Interpreters should be like ple.nters of "winter wheat". , • sowing seeds
of knowledge and experience that will grow and ripen into fuller meaning

with the passage of time.
Virtually all of the proposals in this docwnent are based on the assumption that there is no ree.lly effective substitute for face-to-face contact between two people. In recognition of that fact, one of the major
program objectives will be to emphasize those forms of personalized
interpretation which encourage the mutus.l inV<>lvem.ent of visitor and
interpreter.
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THE

PLAN

OVERVIEW -· MEDIA AND METHODS
The resources of the park a.re diverse and can be interpreted through a
ra.nge of media. There will be road and trailside exhibits, amphitheater
programs, conducted walks and tours, information desk functions, publications, and other conventional form~ of interpretation. Frequently,
however, they will be characterized by unconventional content. In-depth
interpretation, particularly as it relates to the thematic aspects of
the story, will be approached primarily through film, personal servi9e,
and publications media.. The exhibit format is better suited for the presentation of facts about things that ce.n be seen, or touched, or other·
wise physically experienced . Exhibits can, however, through the use of
carefully written a.nd provocative texts , allude to the broader implications of the story. Whenever possible, label copy as well as tour commentaries, talk~ and other presentations should cause the visitor to
see relationships of the specific subject matter to the larger and mo~e
important concepts.
A spirit of continuous innovation will characterize interpretive pro~
gra.mm1ng, particularly in those activities involving personal contact.
Many guided activities will not be governed by pre-established routes
and destinations. Neither will there be specified durations or other
limitations (except in very general terms and with a.dequate consideration
for visitor safety an.d/or the fragility of the area). This type of
flexibility is considered critical to a sense of unencwnbered involvement . The visitor and the interpreter might just "wan.der 11 for an hour
or two in some selected section of the park discovering things together
as they go. In this type of activity, the interpreter is less a guide
tha.n a. participant. AlthoUgh he knows generally where he is leading
the group, the things that will be seen, and what he will talk about,
there is an element of mystery, excitement, a.nd spontaneity in t his t ype
of opportunistic interpretation.
Early morning and evening activi1;.ies will be emphasized. Because of
the crepuscular habit of many of the park animals, wild life viewing
opportunities a.re especially good at those times. Furthermore, lighting
conditions are genera.l.ly better for photography during the twilight hours.
Moonlight walks or hikes can. be especially revea.ling of different moods
in the Everglades, and they provide opportunities for directing attention to the impressive evening skies that are so characteristically a
part of the Everglades scene. One is likely to have a totally different
set of responses in the relative stillness of night. The beauty is
wichanged, but the perspective and feel i ng of scale are altered.

Emphasis will be placed on drawing visitors away from roa.ds a.nd other
areas of concentrated human activity and, in a very real sense, into
the environment. Innnersion, or other sensory involvement activities,
are among the most productive of positive visitor response, and add a
new dimension to a park visit. Whenever and wherever possible, "off'trail" activities such as 11 explorer 11 or ndiscovery hikesn, rmnbling
ecology walks, or "surprise" walks to a favorite spot of the naturalist
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provoca.tive, but modest in scope. Its intent shoUld not be to hold
visitors inside for a.ny length of time. Rather it should kindle in them
'a desire to move back out of doors to strike up a more intimate acquaintance with things about them.
Insofar as exhibits are concerned, they should be topical, and not attempt to \Ulfold the continuous or developmental narrative of the park
story. Rather, they should reveal the colorful and captive.ting ways a
few interesting, and possibly little known facets of the natura.1 environ~
ment, with the .aim of piqueing interest and encouraging further inve$tiga.tion along the park trails and waterways. The precise form and dimension of interpretation within the existing and proposed visitor facilities
will be determ.ined later by media planners from the Harpers Ferry Center.
This document will suggest only a few possibilities.

The visitor centers at Parachute Key/Headquarters, at Flamingo, at
Tamimi/Shark Valley, and at Everglades City should have auditoriums
:for the presentation of audio-visual programs. There is a. large aud.i~
torium (100 seats) and highly sophisticated 35mm. motion picture pro ..
jection system in the main park visitor center at Parachute Key. Elsewhere, seating capacities need not be as large, nor are ccmplicated
sound and visual systems contenwlated. In all facilities where exhibitry
may involve audio devices or where audio-visual pro~ramming will be
scheduled, acoustical treatment and carpeting is essential.
A wide variety of experimental facilities, activities, or services will
Among other things they may include:
observation of nocturnal wildlife Wlder visible red illumination; use
of periscopic \Ulderwater viewing devices; recreation demonstrations of
activities such as canoeing, fishing, and backpacking; photo 8Jld sketch
_w alks; development of "trysting trails", etc. Also, the park will continue its commitment to · areas of special program emphasis utilizing
volunteer services. Among the more important of those activities will
be a.n artists-in-the-park activity designed to encourage creative expression of painters, writers, musicians, and other. artisans. Bicycle
oriented activities, a.nd the development of bicycling trails will be
emphasized. In addition, there will be continued and expanded use of
closed-circuit television and audio (re.die) guide systems where appropriate.
be scheduled from sea.son to sea.son.

Most visitors will have certain common needs for pure i nformation about
their visit, i.e., location of facilities and services, schedule of
activities, etc, · Their information needs must be satisfied before they
can be involved with the park on an intellectual/emotional level. In
recognition of this, all major visitor centers a;nd/or contact stations
will have an information desk or the equivalent thereof.

Specific proposals for interpretive development are outlined on the
following pages. They are listed under the heading of developed areas
in which they are, or ultimately will be located.
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GLADES

I

PINELANDS AREA

Parachute Ker: The Visitor Center near the main park entrance is pro~
ba.bly the single most 1lnportant point of visitor contact. Due to its
location,it intercepts a significant percentage of the total number
of visitors entering the pa.rk by automobile. I t is a point at which
the first visitor contact with a uniformed representative of the National
Park Service· may be made. In addition to meeting the visitor's needs
f or information about fa.cilities and services a.vai.lable to him, the interpretive development of the visitor center should begin to establish the
11
mood" of the EVergla.des and the visitor's impending experience.
·
Within the past two years, the Parachute Key Visitor Center has been
tote.l.J.y rehabilitated. Presently it is dominated by the central theme
exhibit , It is a s:ilnple but massive structure which attempts t o illustrate
the "bloom of' life" which is the essence of the Everglades story • The
scUlpture is rendered in aluminum and plexiglas depicting a number of
common Everglades life forms in s ilhouette. They emanate from a. central
a.xis which implies their dependence on the basic underlying rock (pieces
of ooliti c limestone). Water is symbolically interwoven by means of
blue neon lights illuminating the central a.xis, and connecting all of
the elements.
A large painted mural pa.nora.mically depicting the variety of Everglades
landscapes occupies one interior wall of the visitor center. It is
augmented by hand-held audio devices through which visitors hear a message intended to establish some continuity between t he abstraction of
the sculpture, and the audio-visual experience they a.re about t o have
in the auditoriwn. The message briefly orients the visitor and explains
something of the major community types within the park, i.e . , the "true"
sawgraes Everglades underlain .by massive pock-marked limestone, the
jungle-like growth of tropical ha.rd.wood hamtnocks, the diminishing stands
of slash pine , the coastal mangrove forest, and the interrelations of
all of them to water and fire and elevation,

Along the interior walls of the auditorium a.re located several Wlique
aluminum af!d pl.exiglas exhibit cases that vertically display the colorful
variety of tree snails (Liguus ~.)that exemplify the fascinating diversity of smaller life forms in the park . They a.re unidentified by
label copy, and are intended to serve only as colorful intennedie.ries
between the visitor and the larger implications of t he park story. The
ca.ses i n which they are housed serve both as exhibit structures and as
room lights which a.re automatically dimmed and brightened before and
after the motion picture.
The visitor center a.lso includ_es a r1ew infonnation/ sa.les desk from which
information is despensed a.nd interpretive publications are sold by personnel representing the National Park Service, the Everglades Natural
History Association, and/or the park concessioner. The desk includes
an integral publications di splay and adjacent to i t are two free-standing
display racks. Above the desk are locat ed large scale maps depict ing
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points at which concentrations of wildlife may be expected and facilities
available to the park visitor. A similar facilities map is located outside
for the use of visitors arriving after hours.

A complete closed-circuit television system, with color video tapa recording
and .play back capability is installed in the visitor center. To da.te, it
has not been extensively used, and a.dd.itiona.l applications are recommended.
A series of brief (less than five minutes) video tapes depicting a variety
of interpretive activities a.va.ile.ble in the park should be prepared to
assist personnel at the information desk in answering visitor questions.
In addition, the 'TV system might well be used to provide a continuous'
sca.n of the winter a.nd summer schedule of interpretive activities in the
manner that a.ircra.ft a.rrive.l and ·d epartures are screened in air terminals.
The television system can also be used to replay te.pes of brief, largely
non-verbal films on enviromnenta.l issues, i.e., ''For Your Pleasure", the
environmental awareness fingerpa.inting film, etc. At present, 21-incb
monitors are mounted flush with the. walls on either side of the entrance
to the auditorium. They are too high to be clearly seen and should be
moved to a better location which would enable a larger number of people
waiting to see the film 1n the auditorium to view them.
A wide variety of interpretive publicati9ns and theme-related items will
be made available for sale to interested visitors. Publications will
cover general areas of interest in natural history, the history of human
use and habitation, and various other environmental issues. Interpretive
personnel, and other specie.lists, will continually review publications
for quality, technical accuracy, and to assess their potential as meaningful adjuncts to interpretation. Publications will generally appeal to
a broad segment of the public, but occasionally titles of a more technical
nature will be offered for the benefit of specialists or the ~erious
amateur. Posters, decals, shoulder patches, and other graphic materis.1
will be sold when approp~iate.
serve as the priCenter. The film
was originally conceived as an ul.fra-wide screen,- three-image 35mm. film
with a stereophonic sound track. As an interim mes.sure, due to delays
in acquisition of projection ~quipment, the film was converted to l6mm.
and is being projected at lower than accepta.ble quality standards at this
time. Conmercial 35rmn. projection equipment will be installed at the
earliest possible date. In addition, it is critically important that
the auditorium be acoustically treated by .the application of carpeting
or other materials to the rea.r walls, including the face of the projection
booth. Better light and sound baffles a.re al.s.o required at the entrance
to the auditorium. Projection equipment of the type planned will· req.uire
the services of a fu.1.1-time, professionally trained projectionist (A/V
TechniciSill). This position has been request~d in a 10·237 submission.
A unique, multi .. ecreened motion picture is intended.to
mary interpretive vehicle
the Parachute Key Visitor

in

The intent of the motion picture is to begin. to generate a "feeling" for
the Everglades; to communicate an understanding of the roles of water,
fire, elevation. and climate in its composition and welfare; a.nd to dispel
the prevalent misconception that parks a.re unaffected by the activiti es
of man, especiaJJ.y those occurring beYQnd their boundaries.
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While the auditorium will be used primarily for screening the above film,
the projection booth must also be equipped for conventional 35mm. slide
and 16mm. film projection systems. Also, the auditorit.nn will occa.sionall.y
be used for "live 11 programs, teacher workshops, in-set'Vice training activities, etc , Because the closed circuit television system may hate applications to those activities, the projection booth and the stage area should
be appropriately wired and an additional camera and monitor system .acquired
for portable use. A wireless microphone system is recommended for installation in the Visitor Center and at Park Headquarters.
An audio tour of ·the ma.in park road (described in greater detail undel"

the Parachute Key/Flamingo corridor) is available for rental at a nominal
fee at the Para.chute Key Visitor Center . A te.ped tour will be continued
pending successfUl trial installation of a limited range AM radio transmission system (Para.chute Key/Flamingo corridor). Information about the
operation of the radio guide system will first be made available to the
visitor at the information desk. In addition, it ~ be necessary to
insta.11 a sign or signs in the parking lot to further alert motorists
to turn their radios to the proper frequency.
Information relative to the alternate t ransportation aystemw-its arrival
and departure times, destination, a.nd capacity~-will be made available
to the visitor at the information desk. This system (electric trams)
is discussed in greater detail in another section.
Royal Pa.lm:
The Royal Palm area is probably one of the best-known a.n.d
heavily visited sites within the park. Peak lea.els during the season
may exceed 5,000 visits daily with hourly pea.ks of 1,200 to l,500 visitors.
The famous Anhinga Trail offers unexcelled opportunities to view, at close
range, a microcosm of the Everglades system. At few other locations in
the pa.rk is there such a concentrated and varied "l.iving exhibit" of so
many ecological mechanisms. As the .Anhinga. Trail and the Taylor Slough
exemplify the aquatic .systems in the park, so the Gumbo Limbo Trail
illustrates the nature and composition of the multitude of tree islands.
A small and inadequate visitor contact station, a few wayside exhibit
panels, a.nd a series of substa.nd.a:t'd metal photo labels are all that now
interpret this important area.
A complete rehabilitation of the Rcr.ral Palm facility is in progress.
Interior exhibitry-, rendered in the unusual and highly stylized art of
Mr. Charles Harper, will depict areas typified by the Taylor Slough as
they appear at different seasons. One exhibit unit will be devoted to
hardwood hammocks of the type through which the Gumbo Limbo Trail passes.
In each case, the p&nels will depict a vertical cross-section of both the
aquatic and the terrestrial habi ta.ts, and will be accompanied by . overhead
panels suggesting what one might see looking upwa.rd through the surface
of the water or the canopy of trees. Visitors will pass through the
interior of the building on a slightly elevated wooden boardwalk. Brief
and carefully written interpretive labels acc~anying each exhibit panel
will be mounted on the railing of the boa.rdwa.lk. They may utilize the
silhouette technique to identify various species depicted in t he pa..'1.els.
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The existing plan .for the Royal Palm f&eility fails to provide even~
modest infomation/sales desk. While Royal Palm will continue to be a
fixed- station assignment for interpretive personnel, there is a need for
the.t type of" facility. Only a limited number of interpretive pub'.J.icat1ons and a select ion of film will b.e offered as a public service.· SOme
modificat~on of the existing information desk area, perhaps with sliding
windows opening outward onto the .patio, should be considered. The patio
area, and the terrace around the pond ~11 continue to be used for regularly scheduled and impromptu talks by interpretive pel"sonnel.
A guide booklet (or booklets) should be prepared. for use on the Anhi.nia
and Gumbo Linibo trails. The text should be thematic and deal with c;:oncepts that are well illustrated in the Royal Palm area, e.g., food chains,
pyramids of numbers, the ecological niche, etc. It need not be keyed
to specific features at the trailside. The text should be professionally
authored . It is suggested that Mr. Charles Harper be commissioned to
illustrate the booklet.
At suitable locations along each of the trails, especially on the Gumbo
Limbo Trail, benches should be provided so that visitors may just sit and
listen for a few minutes. At one location on the Anhinga Trail (dead end
at water gauge), an overhead shelter and built-in benches along the boardwalk railings a.re .recommended to provide a ahaded and comfortable "listening
point" for visitors--on their own or in conducted groups'. A wayside exhibit
plan for the entire park, and including these two important trails, is
called for in the development program. Existing large panels in trailside
shelters a.re adequate for the interim and metal photo labels elsewhere
along trails can be prepared .and installed locally.
Interpretation along the trail should· be more strongly environmentally
oriented. _ Themes to. be developed include, but are not limited to, water
relationships, plant suceesston, food chains, seasonal cycles of wildlife
abundance, and other things introduced in the interior exhibitory, A
trail head interpretive shelter will introduce visitors to the area and
continue an aerial view of the Taylor Slough and exhtbits on some of the
more important aspects of slough ecology-. Because the Anhinge. Trail will
be uaed for "night prowls", the possibility of including in this shelter
an audio device that WOl.lld introduce visitors to some of the more commonly
heard nocturnal sounds shOUl.d be considered. Plans for this shelter and
all existing shelters along the boardwalk should take into consideration
the problems of reflective glare f'rom plex1glas.
Guided walks will be regularly scheduled on both the Anhinga and the
Gumbo Limbo Trails during the heavy visitation season. In addition, at
other times of the year, roving interpreters will be assigned to the
terrace area. and the boardwalk,
Activities such as "night prowls" on the Anhinga Trail a.re specially
effective in sharpening the sensitivities of visitors to the welter of
sounds emanating from t he slough. They will be continued, and other
nocturnal e.etivities such as "star watchea" should be regularly attempted.
The fascination of night prowls on the Anhinga Trail can be signif1ca.ntly
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increased by the installation of visible-red lighting devices (at or near
the exhibit shelter) that would softly illuminate the slough without
disturbing the wildlife there.
Royal Palm will serve as a staging area for a variety of personaliy conducted activities including diScovery hikes, "slough slogs", "swamp
tromps", etc. Other activities may include reptile and amphibian demonstrations on the terrace, and microscopic examination of plant and animal
life dip-netted from the pond.
'

.

.

At suitable locations along the boardwalk on the Anhinga Trail periscopic
underwater viewing devices should be installed to er1able visitors to more
fully experience the great wealth of life fonns abounding in the Taylor
Slough. such a device, carefully positioned to provide a split-level view
of the surface and sub-surface would provide the visit·or with a wiique
"gator's eye view". Viewing devices should be designed with a wide field
of vision enabling several visitors to look through them at the same time.
Because of changing water levels they must be easily lowered or raised.
They should also be easily removed for periodic cleaning and repair.
Long Pine Key: The existing amphitheater is a temporary facility on a
temporary site. An unsatisfactory front-throw projection system is in
use, and the screen is sub-standard. Ttle see.ting is poorly arranged,
uncomfortable, and of limited capacity. The continued presentation of
traditional illustrated evening programs requires that an attractive, welldesigned, and substantially built and equipped facility be developed here.
A major amphitheater, :fully equipped for rear screen projection, lighting
and sound amplification, is needed. It should have an initial seating
capacity of 350 with the capability of expension to 500. Water and
electrical extensions are required to the site and landscaping and site
development should include walkways and aisle lighting. A traditional
campfire circle should be provided in front and to the side ot the project ion screen. The possibility of including identical fireplaces on
either side of the screen to acco~date changes in wind direction should
be considered. The area behind the projection screen should include
adequate and secure storage for audio visual equipment and should be
provided with dehumidifier and/or air conditioner. The . location for the
amphitheater should be selected with due regard to esthetic blending of
the facility with the surroundings, ease of access, etc. Because program
audiences will be drawn primarily from the campground, a major parking
facility will not be required. However, parking space should be provided
for ten to fifteen ca.rs.
In addition to the major am_phi.theater development, one or more small,
informal campfire circles are proposed for location in or near the campground. These facilities will be used for regularly scheduled, and impr omptu programs with smaller groups of people. They will also serve
as locations for campers to get-together to sing, to share stores and
experiences, or just to join in the fellowship of the fire. such an informal facility will also be ideal for regularly scheduled painting,
sketching, a.nd wood carving demonstrati.ons by volunteer artisans.
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The National Environmental Study Area located at Long Pine Key is extenai vely used by teachers and students participating in the cooperative
environmental education program sponsored by the park. Unfortunately,
the imaginative design of the signs depicting strand concepts was not well
executed by the fabricator, Specialists from the Harpers Fer ry Center
should, in the preparation of wa,ysi de exhibit proposals, plan for the
replacement of these signs with more durable and attract ive materials.
This trail is also ideally suited for the development of a sensory involvement trail for sighted, as well a.s visually handicapped visitors. An
Wlobtrusive guide roPe a.nd appropriate interpretive labels printed in
Braille will be installed for that purpose. one or t wo sms.11 benches '
placed at appropriate spots would contribute to an atmosphere of quiet
contemplation .
The Pinele.nds Motor Nature Trail, located nea.r the entrance to the ce;mp-

growid, will no longer be used by motorists in consonance with the provisions of the Wilderness Proposal. It should be developed as a hiking/
biking trail. No in-place interpretive devices are recommended, but the
route would be ideally suited for guided bike t rips during which the history
of ee.rly timber harvest a.ctivities e.nd the role of fire in pineland ecology

could be effectively interpreted.
Pinelands Trail: The Pineland Trail is a one-third mile walk over an
U"phalt surfaced path through a typical Carribbean Pine forest. The character of the area is not at all like a pine forest in other parts of North
America., The understOr'J, the geology and soils, e.nd the origin and ultimate destiny of this typical Everglades vegetative type are significant and
interesting parts of the total park story. It is here that the role of
fire is a natural mechanism. in the maintenance of vegetation and can beat
be interpreted. To a lesser degree, the role of elevation is well illustrated in this area since this pinele.nd stand grows on the slightly elevated
Atlantic Coastal Ridge, a.. subtle but important geologic feature in sou.th
Florida. The Pinelands Trail will be developed as a "fire ecologyn trail
with the pur}iose of interpreting fire as a healthy natural control in
living systems. The area through which the trail pasees will be managed
by pr escribed burning so that the visitor will have an opportunity to per•
sonall.y observe unburned areas and compare them with sections that have

been burned at various intervals. Interpretation will stress the origin
of the higher ground as a prerequisite to forest growth, and why repeated
fires are necessary to maintain it . It will be accomplished by way of
theme panels in the t railhead exhibit shelter, and a series of smaller
w~side signs and/or exhibits (no more than 25). Panels in the trail head
shelter were recently rehabilitated by the Harpers Ferry Center, but there
are no trailside interpretive devices. The exhibit planning team will include this trail in its proposals.
Pa.- Ha.y-Okee: The short boardwalk trail leading to an elevated viewing
platform at Pa-Hay·Ok.ee is ideally suited for the purpose of interpreting
the 11true 11 Everglades a.a exemplified by the vast sweep of the Shark Valley
slough viaible to the north and northeast.

The elevated platform provides

visitors with a horizon-wide view into the heart of the sawgrass prairi e.
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At this location the visitor will learn something of the origin of the
"river of grass 11 and its nzyriad tree . islands, why it is enormously productive, and be further impressed with the critical interplay between cyclic
waterflow, elevation, fire, and climate as the perennial masters of the
Everglades landscape. Existing exhibit panels in the elevated she~ter
shou1d be replaced with ones (4-6) that better describe the area in these
terms, and several trailside signs and/or exhibits (10) should be installed
on the boardwalk leading to and from the platform. A plan for this area_
is also pa.rt of the proposed wayside exhibit plan.
The development of a cypress head trail is proposed in the vicinity of ·
Pa-Ha,y-Okee. The trail will loop from a small parking facility approximately li miles into a typical cypress head near Rock Reef. Cypr~ss heads
!'.\re normally flooded and the trail through the head will have to be on an
elevated boardwalk similar to others in the park. The approach trail will
be along the rock reer or from the Pa-Ha,y-Okee parking area. A trail head
interpretive shelter, located near the CYI>ress head, will contain exhibits
designed to introduce the cYJ)ress head and its relationship to the surrotmding area. An introductory sign wi.11 be necessary e.t the trail head
near the parking area. Unlike other tree islands in the glades, cypress
head.a ordinarily occupy slight depressions in the landscape. The bases of
the bald cypress typically growing there are below water level even in the
relatively rainless winter months when sawgrass surrounding the tree i slands
becomes tinder dry. Cypress heads are virtually pure stands with other
trees playing strictly secondary roles. Moss-draped cypress trees are one
of the common elements in the preconceived notions of the Everglades held
by many visitors.
Panel exhibits {4-6) in a trail head shelter and tra~ lside signs and/ or
exhibits (l0-15) will interpret cypress and other "heads11 and their relationship to other vegetative elements, characteristics - of growth, life
cycles, distribution of cypress, and other plan l i fe typically found in
cypress heads, i.e., airple.nts and other epiphytes.
Depending upon the location of the cypress head and the route selected,
a parking facility capable of accommodating at least 15 cars and two tour
buses may be required. If it is detennined that a suitable cypress head
and associated features is easily accessible from the existing Pa.-Hay-Okee
parking area, no additional parking will be required. Trailside interpretation may be supplemented by a brief, caref'ully written and illustrated
guide book keJ<"'ed to numbered markers along the trail and available at the
trailhead. This tra.il ought to be similar, ·1n many respects, to the one
at Corkscrew Swamp.
Mahoga.ny Hammock: At this locati on a boardwalk (1/3 mile) penetrates a
dense t ropical hammock. It i a one of the most popular nature t rails in
the park. The hammock i s among the larger and more t ypical mixed-hardwood
tree islands in the park. It is an ideal location in which to interpret
the ecological role of hammocks with respect to other elements of the
Everglades envirorunent. Exhibit panels presently housed in a t railhead
shelter should be replaced with newer and more durable ones, and a series
of 15 to 20 trailside i nterpretive signs 8lld/or exhibi t s should be i nstalled. along t he route. Among .ot her t hings, they should i nterpret:
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hammock formation; the physical characteristics that define them; their
relationships to other glades communities; factors influencing their
;. development (eleva.tion, water, and climate); prominent plants and typical
plant successions; the role of tree snails, spiders, birds, etc., in
c6mmunity dynsnics; food cha.ins, etc. The existing parking lot is·considered adequate.
The Mahogany Hammock Trail is ideally suited for "contemplative" type
interpretation in which one is free to sit quietly in relative isolation

from others, and consider the process of nature and its benefits to

mat;l•

Appropriately, several built-in seating areas should be provided along
the Mahogany Hammock loop.

As is true of all elevated boardwalks in the park, the Mahogany Hammock
Trail must be regularly maintained, and any additions thereto must be of
treated materials. The effect of bracki sh water and salt-la.den air is
noticeable at Mahogany Hammock, and becomes more pronounced as the road
nears Flamingo.
Paurotis Pond: No w~side exhibits are proposed for the Paurotis Pond
area, but it will be used as a staging area for regularly scheduled guided
activities such as "slough slogs", "swamp tromps", etc, Paurotis Pond
~a a pleasant area for picnieking and the possibility o~ providing additional tables and trash facilities should be considered.
Nine-Mile Pond: While no major wayside development exists at Nine-Mile
Pond, it is a. popular way-point for motorists in route to and from Flamingo.
It is a point at which alligators are frequently observed and there are
rather extensive seasonal displa,ys of bird life. A small exhibit shelter
is proposed to house one or two descriptive ex.~ibits to aid in wildlife
identification. In a.ddition, since Nine-Mile Pond lies at the intersection
between the sawgrass prairie and the mangrove forest, an exhibit is proposed to interpret the incredible fecundity of this zone.
Hell's Ba;y/Noble Hammock Canoe Trails: A short distance beyond Nine-Mile
Pond, enroute to Flamingo, lie the trailheads for two of the better-known
and established canoe routes into the Wilderness Waterways of the park.
At each of these trailhe&ds a small shelter will be erected to house a
device combining a canoeist register and float plan with a dispenser for
canoe trail maps and interpretive guides. Canoeing is becoming an increasingly popular activity, and Everglades Nat iona.l Park is i deally suited for
its pursuit. Because these trails are among the more frequently used, it
is recommended that small parking facilities (1 to 5 car) be developed
adjacent to the trail heads. An interpretive guide to one or both of these
trails will be developed. It will be printed on plasticized or other
treated material to render it waterproof or water resistant, and will include an illustrated text to interpret the estuarine ecology so well illustrated at the edge of the mangroves, The interpretive ·text will be keyed
to small numbered marker buoys or other suitable station markers.
West Lake : The West Lake area is the first major interpretive development
area encountered by motorists beyond Mahogany Hammock. At present the
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facilities there include an unmanned exhibit roan, a launch ramp and .dock
for small powered era.rt and canoes, and a boardwalk extending through a
dense growth of mangroves to the edge of West Lake. The development of
interpretation in the West La.k.e area should relate to the theme of. natural.
chanse, particularly those induced in the coastal mangrove area by•storms
of hurricane force. Exhibits within the shelters should also begin to
disclose something of the intermingling of fresh and salt water life forms
in this brackish water area, and to discuss the role of rookeries·-which
few visitors have the opportunity to.personally see--in the avian life of
the park.
The existing .boardwalk tra11 ·.at West Lake is ideally suited fo~ the "closeup" interpretation of mangrove ecology, Especially good examples ·of the
o~en violent physical and biological effects of hurricanes on vegetative

communities are clearly visible alopg its route. Presently, inteeyretation
is accomplished by way of an attractive, well-illustrated booklet published
locally by the Everglades Natural History Association. Difficulty has been
experienced in providing a secure a.nd effective device for distributing
these leaflets on a pay-as-you-go basis. The exhibit planning tea.m should
consider providing a suitable. distribution device as part of the overall
exhfbit plan.

Exhibits presently in the building at West Lake are out of date and badly
in need of replacement. A plan recently developed by the Harpers Ferry
Center was generally satisfactory except that it made provision for a
manned information sales an4 concession representative desk which is no
longer considered necessary. That plQD. should be reviewed on-site by personnel from Harpers Ferry Center in light of recommendations in this prospectus. Regularly scheduled interpretive activities such as canoeing
demonstrations, guided walks (part of experimental transportation system
mentioned elsewhere), and OD*Site e.nd roving assignments will be conducted
at West Lake.

1
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The limited range AM radio transmitter presently installed at West Lake will
be supplanted ~ventually by the installation of the continuous broadcast
system proposed elsewhere in this document. In the interim, that transmitter will continue to broadcast a brief ( three minute) introductory·
message about the West Lake and Flamingo area t o visitors parked in or
passing t h.rough the parking lot. 1'he unit now in use is subject to severe
corrosion and has been only marginally successful as an interpretive/
informational device. Pending the installation of the larger system, it
is recommended that a transmitter capable of intercepting visitors at
greater distance as they approach West Lake area from either di.rection be

installed. Signs alerting motorists to the broadcast unit will be installed
at appropriate locations, and its availability will be indicated in the
park mini-folder and otber publications.
Mrazek PondLCoot Bay Pol!!!:

These t wo areas, particularly Mrazek Pond,
are fr quented by an incredible number and diversity of migratory and
resident birds during several mid-winter weeks each year. Mrazek Pond
is the site of perhaps the greatest single concentration of bird life

..t

readily visible to virtually every park visitor. A suitably unobtrusive wayside exhibit that will assist in identification of birds and
depict the seasonal changes at Mrazek Pond as a i?be.rometer" or indicator
of general changes in the moisture regime throughout the park should be
installed here with a companion exhibit on the north side of the raa.d
at Coot Bay Pond. The exhibit e.t Coot Bay should further allude to the
subtle changes that have taken place there as a result of man's intervention through the construct ion of the But tonwood Ca.na.1. At each loca..;.
tion parking areas that will accommodate a.t lea.st 10 ca.rs per wiit time
must be developed. South of Coot Ba,y Pond the visible aft ermath of Hurricane Donna is presently interpreted by a we..vside sign. It should be ·
retained until the prop~sed exhib it plan is developed, at which t ime an
exhibit format in keeping with the remainder of the park should be used
to replace it.
Flamingo: Flamingo is the destination of a VQst majority of park visitors.
It is the terminal point on the 38 mile highway corridor; it is the only
major marina facility for boat oriented visitors in a larger Florida Bay
area; and it commands i;be entrance t o the Buttonwood Canal (sole southern
access to Whitewater Bay). Flamingo is a major visitor use development
area including; overnight acco111I1odatione, restaurant, and other concession
operated facilities; a major Nat ional Pa.rk Service administ rative operation
including a visitor center, campgrounds, etc.; and, a variety of other
facilities such as trails, canoe routes, etc.
The existing visitor center is too small for extensive interpretive development, but a major rehabilitation designed to better utilize the available
space both within the exhibit room and on the adjoining breezeway is proposed~
That rehabilitation ma.y involve limited structural modifications
within the exhibit room. Completely new exhibitey and audio vi.sual programming will be developed to interpret the structure and interrelationships
of the Florida Ba..Y/Coastal Prairie/Mangrove communities, the role of man
and his activities in altering them, something 01' the historic and Jl'ehistoric
human habitation of the Flamingo area, and the huinan values associated
with wilderness.
The interior treatment should motivate people to seek further involvement
with the park and its z·esources on their own a.long its trails a.nd waterways. Among other things, interpretati on should deal briefly with the
geographic relationship of the communities that comprise the tip of peninsular Florida, their size and general appearance, a.nd their evolution and
pbysical characteristics. Typical plant associat ions i ncluding succession
patterns, notable 8.daptations to these environments, and environmental
factors that influence and restri ct plant occurrence will be interpreted .
Dominant wildlife relationships, including descriptions of life cycles,
representative food chains, unique or unusual environmental adaptations,
and the concept of the ecological niche as it is illustrated here wi ll be
highlighted. In addition, the visitor's attent ion will be drawn to dis~
tinctive or rare and endangered animals associat ed with specific habitats
such as the Loggerhead Turtle, t he Manat ee, the Crocodile, and· the Wood

stork.

Because the coastal area is subject to periodic a.nd violent modification
by climate and weather, and because those effects are so readily visible

in and near the Flalilingo area, the dynmnics of natural change are especially
appropriate subjects for interpretation here. Man has also been a. major
perpetrator of change. His history from the earliest times to the present
is in,separably a part of the Everglades story. In the ancient scattered
remnants of an earlier people, in the wholesale slaughter of birdlife to
appease the vanity of man, a.nd in the ultimate establishment of a national
park and wilderness complex lies the fascinating story of changing human
attitudes about the environment. This, too , is a subject to be interpreted
in the Flamingo visitor center.
1

The interior of the exhibit room might well be divided into a series of
alcoves each devoted to a specific subject area. Compartmentalization of
this type would facilitate the development of brief, visitor-actuated
audiovisual presentations if they are required. For example, in treating
the Florid& Bay area, underwater motion picture footage might be i.magin;,.
atively used as a medium for the interpretation of variations in marine
habitats and inhabitants from Key Largo to Cape Sable. Elsewhere, it may
be desirable to use other visual materials or audio devices requiring some
acoustical insulation from other simultaneous presentations.
Whenver possible, material that ca.n be pbysi~a.lly experienced by touch,.
or other sensory mechanisms, should be used in exhibits. For example,
in discussing the Coastal Prairie area, a small n sand table" enabling
visitors to physically examine the material comprising the Cape Sable
beaches could help them to appreciate the pristine quality of that coastal
feature. Similarly, sections of the intertwined root systems of mangroves
built into an exhibit could effectively convey a feeling for the virtually
inpenetrable nature of the coastal forest.
Outdoors, along the breezeway interconnecting the concession facility
with the visitor center, large binocular t~lescapea are mounted to provide
visitors with a close-up view of birds frequenting the mud flats just offshore. These devices could be improved to eliminate distortion and to
otherwise facilitate their use. They should be accompanied by durable,
corrosion-resistant plaques mounted on the railing identifying several
of the more common species by color, size, and silhouette. The possibility
of. monitoring bird actions by remote, ·closed-circuit television should
also be considered by planners.
An informatiQn/sales desk will be located in the lobby and should include
built-in storage for limited sales items. Because the lobby is open-air,
design must take into consideration the effects of moisture laden air.

Because much of the Flamingo area is accessible only by boat, it would
be extremely helptul to have as an orientation device the Florida equivalent of the relief models used for that purpose in some of the western
parks. It should depict those portions of the park lying offshore in the
Florida Bay, Whitewater Bay, and the coastal tributaries. The model shoUld
be sufficiently enlarged to show in some detail the major keys, bays, inlets,
rivers, and other significant features. The model should be free standing,
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enabling visitors e.nd interpreters to move freely about it. From time to
time it will be used as a reference point in interpretive talks.
The existing alllphitheater at Flamingo is totally inadequate. It will be
repla.ced by a major amphitheater, fully equipped for rear screen ptojection,
lighting, and sound snplification. The amphitheater should have an initial
seating capacity of 350, with the capability of expa.nsion to 500 at some
later date. Water and electrical extensions are required to the site and
landscaping and site development should include walkways, aisle lighting~
and appropriate directional signing. A traditional campfire circle should
be provided on either side of the projection screen to acconunoda.te changes
in wind direction. The area behind the projection screen should include
e.dequate and secure storage for audiovisual equipment a.nd should be provided with a dehumidifier a:nd/or air conditioner. The latter is especially
important in the Flamingo location due to proximity to corrosive ealtladen a.ir. The existing location, while somewhat distant from the campground, is considered adequate. It is midway between the concession overnight facilities and the canpground, and easily accessible from both.
Limited parking is now available, but the area should be expanded to accommodate at least 15 cars.
In addition to the major amphitheater development, one or more small, informal campfire circles of the type reconmended for the Long Pine Key
canpground are also proposed in the flamingo area. They will be used for
the same p'u-pose . In order to facilitate continuation of evening programs
during the warm summer months when mosquitoes become a. major problem, the
possibility of screening-in one of the smaller canpfire circles~ or cf
developing a.n independent facility somewhat like the employee "chickee",
should be seriously considered. In the meantime, the breezeway area adjacent
to the exhibit room will accommodate that activity.

A recently initiated demonstration of native reptiles and amphibians which
It may also be augmented by
other "living"· exhibits such as incubating see. turtle eggs. As in the case
with all exhibitions of live specimens, special precautions must be taken
to insure that they are well cared for and released to their native environment on a timely basis. All cages, aquaria, a.nd other holding or displa,y
structures must be carefully and meticulously cleaned on a regulB.l'ly scheduled
basis.
has proven highly popular will be continued.

A wide variety of regularly scheduled, personally conducted activities
will be scheduled throughout the year, and especially during the winter
season. Activities will include~ discovery and "serendipity" hikes,
11
slough slogsn, "swamp tromps", bird walks, and roving and on-site assignments at Mrazek Pond, Coot BS¥ Pond, and at West Lake. Recreation demonstrations of canoeing and small boat handling will be scheduled both at
Flamingo proper and at West Lake. Canoe adventures into the inla.11d waterways a.nd overnight trips to the Cape Sable area. will be scheduled, but
because of logistical problems the groups will be limited in size by preregistra.t ion. An intriguing possibility for overnight backpacking trips
exists in the Flamingo area., and a number of these activities should be

scheduled on a trial basis.
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Because of Flamingo's role as a turn·of-the-century fishing village and
witness to much of the early history of the Evergle.des area, a major living
history demonstration involving the reconstruction of a sailing craft is
recoimnended. A full-scale and operational sailing craft of a type that
might have plied the waters of Florida. Ba.,y at the turn-of ...the-centiu-y should
be constructed. and moored near the site of the old village of Flamingo.
It should be manned by a boat captain/ interpreter who would conduct regularly scheduled excursions into the bay with limited numbers of visitors
aboard in an effort to recapture something of the flavor of the early
l9Q0 1 s when fishermen, plllll1e hunters, and pleasure boaters frequented the
coastal waters in' the pursuit of fish, fowlj or fun. During such cruises,
visitors would learn, through actual demonstrations by the captain/inter ..
preter, about the use of early fishing and hunting paraphernalia, and the
art of shallow draft sailing. During the period when the cra:ft is moored
at Flamingo, it would serve as a. "wa.lk aboard" exhibit complete with a
period-costmned interpreter (the boat captain).
A combination hiking e.n.d biking trail extending from Flamingo through the
Coa.stal Prairie to the Cape 3able beaches is proposed. This trail will
be uninterpreted by ~side devices, but i t will serve as a. route over
which regularly scheduled all-day interpretive trips will be conducted.
Much of the Cape Sable trail will pass through designated wilderness, and
care must be exercised lest the character of the area be compromised. At
present, very few visitors have the opportunity of visiting the magnificent

Cape Sable beaches. This trail is not intended to greatly increase the
impact of visitors in that area., but to me.ke it possible for those who are
willing to make a 10-mile one-wa..v hike (or bike trip) to reach the southernmost tip of the continental United States. This trail -will significantly
increase the opportunities for planning and conducting backpacking trips
to the Ca;pe Sable area where a number of on-site interpretive activities
related to this significant feature can be conducted.
A growing number of local , elementary schools are becoming involved in
experimental NEED program activities conducted cooperatively by the NaM
tional Park Service and the Dade County Pu.blic School System. These activities involve overnight experiences of from one to five days for 25 to 30
elementary school children from the larger metropolitan Dade County area.
This activity is considered a. significant part of the total environmental
education program, a.nd to foster its continuation, the development of
limited accommodations in the Flamingo area. is recormnended. Specif'ice.lly,
five elevated wooden tent frames complete with hardware cloth screening, ·
. cs.nvas wall tents, and flies should be located at "c" Loop in the Flamingo
campground. No comf'ort station or water facilities are required due to
proximity to existing facilities. These units a.re intended to provide
shelter only, and to be used by teachers, co\lllselors, and students involved
in this program through prior arrangement and coordination with the Environmental Education group . Each tent unit should be equipped with a picnic
table and fireplace~ The development of these temporary facilities will
minimize the costly recurring expenditure for canvas tents and other equip... ·
ment presently provided by the National Park Service.
The concession operation at Flamingo will continue to provide guided boat
cruises to one or more locations-, Tra.dition&lly, the concessioner has
j
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employed either a boat captain/interpreter or an interpreter to accompany
the boat t rips. The National. Park Service will continue to work closely
with the concessioner to provide the beet quality interpretive service on
these popular trips. In addition, the National Park Service will seek the
involvement of concession representatives in annual seasonal inte:rPretive
training programs.
Generally speaking, because of the rather severe environmental conditions
existing in the Fla.mingo e.rea, relatively few outdoor exhibits a.I'e proposed. Instead, greater emphasis will be placed on personally conducted
activities along existing trails, roads, and waterwa,ys • .

Wildlife distribution, particularly bird life, is determined largely by
feeding conditions. Most of the consistently rich feeding growids, and
hence the beat bird concentrations~ are inaccessible to the average visitor.
Since wildlife is a princi~le park . feature that draws many visitors to the
~"verglades, the recently constructed artificial sewage lagoon that will
be opportuniatica.11.y used as an interpretive site. The pond, located
adjacent to the park roa.d as it approaches the campground, will be regularly visited on birdwe.lks originating at Flamingo. It may be necessary
to build a small parking area and construct a low profile elevated platfonn
to facilitate observation.
Tamie.mi/Shark Valley: The Shark Valley e.rea is destined to become one of
the most heavily visited areas in the park . A significant, though carefully designed and developed, visitor use complex is proposed near the
existing entrance to the Shark Valley loop road. It will include a visitor
reception/ s·taging area. intended to intercept and adequately serve the large
number of motorists traveling east ,or west from the Tamiami Trail. Interpretation will stress ma.n ' s relationship to the Everglades from aboriginal
times to the present. It will rem.ind man of his inseparable t ies wi'th the
natural environment, and that as his pursuit of higher levels ef sophistication and technological achievement consign wild areas to development
at a.'l ever a.ccelerti.ted rate, places like the Everglades become even more
precious. The reception area should include exhibitry of native arts and
crafts (possibly incorporating actual demonstrations), highlight the early
history of the Everglades region including visitation by naturalists,
explorers, and military expeditions; attempts at exploitation by developers;
and its enjoyment by millions of vacationing Americans. Dea.ign of structures should be open and ai.ry, perhaps in the style of Indian "chickees".
The existing LP gas-driven tractor-trailer units will ultimately be supplanted by a more efficient mass transportation system with an embarkation/
disembarkation area designed as an integral part of the center complex.
Ma.._1or design paramet ers of that system -would include relatively quiet,
non-polluting mechanism, continuous operation drive rail, variable speed
capability, and the feeling of openness and unobstructed view.
That system would ultimately include a series of interpretive way-points
consisting of elevated platforms and walkways providing access to features
rear the loop. The visitors should be free to disembark at any of these
points with the knowledge that other transportation w1its will pass at
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regular intervals thus enabling hitn. to spend as much time at any given

point as he wishes.

Enroute interpretation will be provided by a.n inter-

preter, or by the operator of the unit.

At selected

w&y" ..points,

on-site

interpreters will greet visitors disembarking from the system and

~ll

periodically conduct guided activities originating from those staging
points. The prime destination of the transportation system will continue
to be the observation tower from which visitors will have a camnanding
view into the heart of the Shark Valley slough. Interpreters will also
be scheduled for on-site and roving assignment s at the tower.
These peripheral way-points will make it possible fer the Shark. Valley
area to absorb a greater number of people per unit time through dispersal
around the loop. At the same time, it should contribute to a greater

sense of intimacy.

At a point about midway between the t ower and visitor center on the return
loop, a disembarkation point with an · elevated boardwalk ext_e nding outward

to a large hammock will enable passengers to visit ~major cultural a.rts
demonstration area. As presently conceived, the relatively open central
area of the hammock would be occupied by a aeries of small "chic'kees",
each sheltering ~n Indian demonst rating one or more native arts and crafts.
Among the possibilities for demonstrations are: manufacture of dug-out
canoes, colorful patchwork clothing, palmetto dolls, wood carvings, b ead.work, and fry bread which could be freely sampled by visitors. The demonstrations would in no way be intended to compete wi~h the Indian econom.y
which relies so heavily on the sale of these items. Ratherj it would

serve as an added enticement to visit Indian villages a.long the Tamia.mi
Trail after leaving the Shark Valley area. The chickees must be designed
to provide adequate protection from inclement weather dur)ng the rainy
season, and they should include interpretive labels or explanatory signs
to serve in the absence of the demonstrator. At least five native craftsmen and one coordinator/supervisor will be required to staff this operation.
The visitor reception area should include a spacious open area accommodating as many as 200 people with a· combination information/sales desk to
accommodate interpretive personnel and represe~tatives of the Miccosukee
tribe. A complete selection of interpretive sales materials and themerelated items will be displayed,. a.nd there should be e. changing selection
of craf't i tern.a •

Complete site development, including extension of utility systems, 150 car
parking lot, and restroom facilities to accommodate 10 or more people per
unit time, should be planned. Public a.ddress system and other appurtenant
facilities and services must be provided. This area will also serve as
the sub-district· headquarters for interpretive, protection, and maintenance
personnel.

While visitors now pay an entr&nce fee to Shark Valley and ride the t ra.nsportat ion system free of charge, it is recommended that when the new system
is completed, a nominal user fee .be .adopted in lieu of -the entrance fee.
The sale of tickets for the transportation s-.1stem is a function that

~hould

be incorporated into the reception facility, perhaps &t the information
desk.
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Adequate housing for at least three perma.nent full-time employees and a
seasonal staff of at least 15 will be required to insure the 1'ull time .
operation, maintenance, and security of this facility. In addition, a
modest but well-equipped maintenance facility and storage area. will be
required . Prior to any of the above development, it is critically i.Jnportant that a study be conducted to determine the feasibility of the transportation system, and that a complete, carefully executed, and sensitive
developed area. plan or concept be prepared. Even though this proposal
will result iu additional asphalt and concrete, it is considered the minimum
acceptable level of development necessary to adequately accommodate the
established pattern . of visitation.

.

For the foreseeable future, the alternate transportation system will be
shut down for at least two months during the summer season. It ie economically unsound to operate expensive equipment with as few visitors as
ca.n be expected a.t that time . In addition, while the tram operation is
tennina.ted, major maintenance can be accomplished on both the roadway and
equipment. During the time when the system is not in operation, the area
will be staffed by interpretive personnel and emphasis will be placed on
walking and bicycling trips along part or all of the loop road. As an
interim measure, until a. concession operation is developed in the Shark
Valley area, the Division of Interpretation will purchase and provide bicycles
for that purp6se. A wide variety of guided activities will be conducted
throughout the year at Sha.rk Valley including "slough slogs", and e)cperimental ba.ckpa.cking trips. The latter are envisioned as activities in which
experienced National Park Service personnel can share, with select gro~s
of visitors, some of their wildland skills through preparatory half-day
seminars followed by pra.ctica.l overnight exercises, after which partictpa.nts would be awarded appropriate shoulder patches and/or certificates.
Generally, persona.Uy conducted activities will be of the "immersion" type
in which participants will be physica.lly involved to the extent t11at they
may get wet, dirty, and possibly quite tired.
An all-day visit to Shark Valley has been a traditional part of the environmental education program since its inception. That activity, which results
in approximately sixty elementary age urba.n school children each day having
a positive en~ironmental experience, will be continued. It is purposely
relatively wi.structured. For many of the children it is the first time
away from the influence of the city--the first opportunity to see an alligator at close range, to touch a snake, to feel the cutting edge of a blade
of sawgra.sa and to taste its tender roots, or to 'listen very intently and
~ hear the sound of cars and airplanes and hundreds of other people •
.School children and their teachers and chaperones will be transported to
the Shark Valley area under a cooperative busing agreement with the Dade
County Public School system. At Shark Valley they will be met by uni:fonned
interpreters who will be with them for the remainder of their visit. All
interpretive personnel stationed at Shark Va11ey will actively participate
in this program.

Florida Keys: No major interpretive development is proposed at Key Largo,
but there is a need for a modest information/orientation facility to .serve
those visitors traveling north a.nd south on US #1 who may require information
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about the Florida Bay area. In addition, a base of operations is r~uired
for personnel assigned to this satellite area~ particularly interpreters
who will become more actively involved with cooperative envirol')lD.ental
education programs in the extreme South Dade and Monroe County area. The
Key Largo facility will require no auditorium and exhibi{ry will be
limited to decorative graphic materials depicting some Qf tbe mor~ colorful .and in~eresting features in -Florida Be.y, and visitors involved in
boat-oriented recreational activities. An information/sales counter
will be the central feature of the facility and it will be supplemented
by a random access slide proj.ection system which will 1>e used as an
information recovery device. Maps and other informat ion about the park
and areas such as John Pennekam:p Coral Reef State Park, Bahia Honda
State Pe.rk, Key Deer National Wildlife Refuge, and Biscayne and Fort
Jefferson National Monuments will be freely available . A large map
depicting Key Largo and its relationship to the remainder of the park
should be provided. A "boater' a corner" may assist visitors with boats
in finding launching ramps, supplies, and other facilities in the area.
The Natural History Association will operate a sales outlet in the Key
Largo facility, Among other things , nautical charts and materials related
t o boating activities will be offered for sale.
The development of this facility will require that adequate approach
signing be developed along US #1 to inform visitors that they are nearing
a National Park Service facility. A parking a~ea to accommodate 15 to
20 cars per unit time will be required, and comfort station fac ilities
are necessary. The design of this entire facility must take into co~ - .
,,.,.. sideration the intense visual competition from commercial developments
surrounding this site. During a significant portion of the year an environmental education specialist will coordinate environmental education
activities in schools from Key Largo to Key West, and housing ·will be
required.
Gulf Coast: The small developed area at Everglades City is technically
not within the administrative .boundary of thepa.rk. It is primarily a
staging area for boatNoriented activit i es scheduled by the park concessioner. The existing park service facility is poorly located with respect
to the concession operation; it i~ small, and totally lacking in interpretation save for a periodically manned informs.tion desk. Within the
constraints of the limiting factors mentioned earlier for Everglades
City, there is considerable room for improvement ·at this location. A
modest visitor center, including offices, site development, and utilities
systems, plus parking and other pertinent facilities i s proposed. It
would include exhibits and/or exhibit groups intelj)reting the history of
the .Ten Thousand Island area, the fiercely independent lifestyle evolved
by early residents, something of the role that pioneer communities . like
Chokoloskee Island played in the early development of the parlt, and the
rich sport and conunercial fisheries resource of the Gulf Coastal Area.
In addition, the fact that Everglades City was the site of the dedication
of Everglades National Park by President Truman and that it served as
the early headquarters of the park should be highlighted . Wherever possible, historic and prehistoric artifacts, fishing paraphernalia, and
other exhibitable material should be used in the developnent of interpretation.
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The center should include a combination information sales facility
with a built-in or free-standing interpretive publications display.
The lobby/information/exhibit area should be designed to accommodate
at least 100 people per unit time~ and a..r.t auditorium with a seatin~
capacity of 75 to 100 should be incorpoJ'4ted into the design. A brief
motion picture intended to interpret the Everglades from a historical
point of view--perhaps through the eyes of an "old timer" witnessing
changes that have taken place during the past 100 years--will be shown

regularly in the auditorium. The auditorium should be
treated and equipjled with the necessary projection and
cation facilities. Restroom facilities to accommodate
unit titne, and a parking facility for at least 50 cars

acoustically
so\Uld amplifi10 people per
are requir~d.

The Everglades City a.res will be staffed by a permanent district n&turaltst and seasonal personnel who will offer a variety of personally
condueted interpretive activities to the visiting public. Connected
with, or adjacent to, the visitor center should be an outdoor "chickee"
type area in which regularly scheduled demonstrations of a ve.riety of
fishing paraphernalia such as crab tre.pa, lobster pots, nets, end other
fishing techniques will be demonstrated. The same area could be used
for the presentation of evening programs as well, and should include
a fire circle and seating for that purpose. Int erpretive personnel stationed at E\rergladee City will coordinate their activities with those of
the park concessioner, providing interpretive training to boat captains,
and ~oesibly accompanying boat tours. In addition, the possibility of
developing cooperatiVl: agreements for transporting visitors to an offshore beach area (e.g., Kingston Key) or moonlight progr&ms or other
activities designed to reflect the changing moods of the area will be
pursued.
The Everglades City site will act as the staging area :for trips to the
Turner River Mounds where a small dock capable of accommodating two or
three boats and a one-half mile elevated trail will provide access to
this important archealogical site. Prehistoric areas within the park
are presently uninterpreted. The aboriginal prehistory and early history,
particularly of the Calusa culture, are 8ignificant interpretive resources.
The Turner River MoWlds are one of the largest and most easily accessible
a.rchealogice.l sites in the park and are relatively near the Everglades
City area.

This development will proVide an additional option for trips

scheduled cooperatively by the interpretive staff and the park concessioner. At a suitable point near the Mowids an exhibit shelter and one
or more exhibit panels explaining the early occupation of these coastal
areas by mound builders, and something of their lifestyle, beliefs, etc.,
will be erected. The dock and boardwalk must be constructed of pressure
treated wood, e.nd exhibits must be of highly corrosion resistant materials.
Offshore from the Everglades City site lies the Sand.fly Island Nat ' onal
Environmental Study area. It is a site which ideally characterizes the
features of an environmental study area having a long hist ory of human
habitation and use, the evidence of which ie i n various stages of natural
reclamation. The environmental education group and personnel stationed
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at Everglades City will aggressively pursue a cooperative program of
environmental education with the Collier County School system, and Sandfly Island will become a focal point for that activity. It is essential
that cooperative agreementa with the park concessioner be developt!t~
which will enable groups of 30 to 6o elementary school children. their
teachers, and chaperones to be transported to the island daily throughout
the school year.
As the Everglades City site becomes more fully developed, it can be expected
that more visitors will spend longer amounts of time there and will thus
be available for participation in a greater variety of activities. However, for the ensuing few years, relatively li.ttle development is foreseen.
Parachute Key--Flamingo:

other than the existing tape tour, there is

virtually no roadside interpretation between Parachute Key e.nd Flamingo.
Thie road is the only major access into or through the park and a large
percentage of park visitors traverse this route without benefit of interpretive guidance. A low frequency AM radio transmission system designed
to broadcast interpretive messages over automobile radios trill be installed
between Parachute Key and Flamingo. This system should include the capability of both zone and fixed location tranamissions. The intent of the
system will be to interpret the changing landscape one encounters as he
traverses the road, and to alert visitors to features of interest or
facilities as they are approached. Symbol on the roadside will appropriately identify broadcast location, and visitors entering the park will
be informed of the proper frequency at the Visitor Center and Entrance
Station. The system should also be designed with the capability of
transmitting special announcements, weather alerts, notification of accidents, etc.
The substance of interpretation for the radio
lar to that now included 1n the tape tour.

s~stem

should be very simi-

Each of the designated areas

should have adequate teniporary parking for at least five cars.

Before

this system can be developed, a feasibilit;y study must be conducted. It
is recommended that a. trial installation of a transmitting system be installed between Park Head.quarters and Royal Palm to test the system's

capabilities. Until that time, or in the event the proposed system fails
to work satisfactorily, the tape cassette tour will be continued.
To accommodate the growing number of bicyclists in South Florida, end ·

to encourage more non-automobile oriented use of the park, a combination
hilting/bicycling trail with one or two intennediate r.est areas including

'°

comfort station, drinking water, picnic tables, bike racks

a.nd some

shelter is recommended. The trail would be approximately
miles io total
length and wide enough for two-wa,y passage. It would follow the route
of the Old Ingraham Highway as far a.s possible, and then parallel the main
park road for the remainder of 1;he distance.

No fixed interpretive de-

velopments are proposed along this route, but it will be extensively used
for guided hiker/biker interpretive activities durine the visitor season,
and may ultimately be supplemented by an attractive guide booklet.
staff: Existing and required (current year plua 5) permanent and seasonal
st&ffing levels necessary for the full implementation ot this plan are
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indicated by title, series, a.nd grade on the following chart. Total permanent staffing levels rna;r at first appear to be excessive; however, in
view of the complexity of the interpretive progra:m, the year-round visitation, the magnitude of the annual budget, and other factors, th~ size
of the permanent staff is well within acceptable levels . In addition,
Departmental and Service imperatives for field involvement with cooperative
environmental education activities, e.nd the extent of Everglades 1 existing
commitment to that program, clearly justify a full-time environmental
education group. The rather large number of personnel assigned to the
Tamiami/Sha.rk vailey area is required for the year-round operation of ~
major alternate public transportation system and interpretive facilities
and services appurtenant thereto. As is true in virtually a.11 other parks, ,
a. major pa.rt of the interpretive workload will al.ways be carried by seasonal personnel.
·
Incumbents in existing and proposed positions should, of course, have the
knowledge, enthusiasm, and skill necessary to build a. strong and viable
program. They should, whenever possible, have considerable field e-xperiencEf
in the day-to-day operation a.nd/or management of moderately to highly
complex interpretive programs in similar areas within the system. Insofar
as permanent managerial and supervtsory personnel are concerned~ they
should have basic skills in organization, planning, and implementation of
all phases of the program including seasonal training, scheduling, auditing ,
of programs, management of funds, etc, Permanent perapnnel will also be
·
expected to assume active roles as interpreters in order to maintain professional competency. They should not only have the necessary sup~rvisory
and managerial skills, but must be knowledgeable and skilled practitioners
of the art.
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PIVJSIOH Of XNTERPMTAT!ON g VISITOR SERVICES
Existing

TITLE. SERI.ES & GRADE

Perms •./M. Y. Other

Headquarters
Supv. Park Ranger, GS-025•13
Supv. Park Ranger, GS-025·12
Clerk-Il(l', GS-316•5
Park Technician, GS-026-4

Deficiency
Perms. /M. Y, Other

1
1
1
1

Envil'ormiental Education Group
Park Ranger (Env~Spec.), GS-025•9
Park Ranger (Interp.), GS-025•7
Park Tech. (Env.Ed.Spec.), GS•02S·S (Temp)
Clerk•Typiat, GS•322·3 (Temp)
Pine Island District
Supv. Park Ranger, GS-025-11

1
·1

0.8
0.8
1

llox•l Palm Sub-District

Supv. Park Ranger (Interp.Spec.), GS-025•9
Park Technician, GS•026•S
Park Ranger (lnterp.Spec.), GS•02S•5
Park Technician (A/V Spec.), GS-026-4
Park Technician, GS-026•5
Park Technician, GS--026-4
Tamiemi/Shark Valley Sub~District
Supv. Park Ranger (lnterp.Spec.), GS-025•9
Supv. Park Technician, GS-026·6 ('.re.mp)
Park Technician, GS•026-S (Temp}
Park Technician, GS•026·4 (Temp)
Park Aid, GS-026·3 (Temp)

1
1
1
1

3.0
0.6
l
0.6

S.O

1.5
20 0
0.8
0.6

Park Tech. (Env. Ed. Spec·.)• GS-026·5 (Temp)

Park Tech.(Demo. Coord.), GS•026·5 {temp)

2.s

Park Aid (Craft ·Demo.), GS•026•2 .<Temp)

Flamingo District
Supv. Park Ranger, GS-025·9
Park Technician, GS•026-5 (New FY 75)
Park Ranger (Interp. Spec.), GS-025-5
Supv. Park Technician, GS•026·6 (Temp)
Park Technician, GS-026·5 (Temp)
Park Technician, GS-026-4 (Temp)

Averglades City District
Park kanger (lnterp.Spec,), GS-025·9
Park Technician, GS•026•5 (Temp)
Park Aid, GS•026·2 (Temp)
Total

1
1
1

0.6

3.0
0.6
l

o.s

1.0

32.2
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o.s

s.i.

THE

C 0 ST

!QI!: Estimates for program implementation will be supplied.by
respective media representatives, and by Denver Service Center

personnel.

Estimates will indicate both planning and production

costs, and will represent current rates only.

An annual increment

of at least ten percent must be added to all exhibit and audiovisual estimates to compensate for rising coets of planning
production, and materials.
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St.MMARY OF PROJECT PROPOSALS
DIVISION OF AUDIOVISUAL ARTS

DIVISION OF MUSEUMS

(To be completed later)

Interior Exhioits

Exterior Exhibits

DIVISION OF PUBLICATIONS
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